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products of "The Land of the Big

WORK PROGRESSING

Apple."
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Part of the system will be in the
state of Colorado and the first section

W

LABOR C

will be completed

E

Irrigate the
Land of the "Big
Red Apple"

Will

W. 60FF

BLHGITOil

Capital to Furnish Vast Tract
With
Will Tap Country
Water-Railro- ad

in ample time to
furnish water to the orchardists and
farmers for the coming season
at the north end
located
and
in the Centennial state. As soon as
that shall be done work will be pushed
just as fast, as the large number of
laborers, necessary teams, ditch ma
chines and scrapers can do it, and it
will be done in first-clas- s
shape under
the direction of Engineer George An
derson, who has been in this line for
twenty years and has had charge of
the construction of many reservoirs,
dams and ditchea in the Southwest.
The opening of this new ditch Bys- tem will Induce hundreds of enter
farmers
prising, hardy and well-toland settlers to come to the valley and
to add to the 1200 farmers and fruit
raisers who are already there with
their families. Within two vears the
population of "the land of the big red
apple" will be doubled, and its wealth
and prosperity more than quadrupled
and when railroad extensions to the
coal fields are made there will be a
still greater Increase of population
and wealth.
The credit for this great achieve
ment which will make San Juan coun
ty one of the most prosperous and
richest sections of this great territory
Is due to William Goff Black, an eastern mr-nwho came there a few years
ago and saw the great possibilities of
the region. He conceived the Idea of
the construction of the Eden land
and canal
company
system and
'
after
conwork
and
steady
stant labor of three and one-hal- f
years
before the interior department and
the general land office in Washington
and with the people at home, as well
ns with colonization agents of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad and immigration agents, who, conducted their
own business, perfected his
plans and
induced eastern capitalists to invest
the large sum that will be necessary
for the construction and putting into
shape of the greatirrigation system.
o
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And is Hoping Every African
Lion Will Do His Duty
When.
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COLFAX

Kansas City, Dec. 10. Louis Pralf:
the religious fanatic who was wound
ed in a battle with the police Tuesday
evening, is unconscious and reported
to be sinking fust. Policeman Mullane, whom lie shot, also suffered a
relapse during the night and his life
is hanging by a thread.
Sergeant
Clark and A. J. Selzon, who were seri
ously wounded, are slightly improved
IS
E
today and their ultimate recovery is
expected. James Sharp, leader of the
has not
onslaught against the
Buck Stove and Range Com been captured in spite police,
of the efforts Results Obtained in
Greeley
of the entire force.
pany Testing the Right
District
in
Colorado
Can
Louis, Pratt, one of the leaders of
to Boycottt
the band of fanatics that fought a
Be Duplicated.
bloody battle with the police Tuesday,
died of his wounds this afternoon.
Washington, Dec. 10. The big la
(
Special Correspondence.)
Patrolman Mullane also died late
bors test case with Alton 1.1. Parker
X. M., Dec. 10. The set
this
Springer,
a
of
total
four
afternoon,
making
among the counsel and the executive
tlement at Miami, eight miles west of
heads of the American Federation of deaths.
Iabor arrayed against the Buck Stove
Springer, under the management of
and Range company,
and affiliated MIRACULOUS ESCAPE
the Farmers Development
company,
with great manufacturing interests in
is
doing very well, and is Increasing
FROM
WRECKED
TRAIN
the country, was argued in the court
in population.
The settlers are from
of appeals of the District of Columbia
Two
Hundred
Go
an
Over
Central Ohio, and are a very
Passengers
today, The case is an appeal from the
hardy
Embankment
None of Them
class of people. They are also
injunction granted by Judge Gould of
very
Are Killed.
the district supreme court, restraining
religious
and great church-goers- .
the Federation of Labor from continu
Great, harmony prevails
among them,
Bismark. X. D.. Due. 10. The wreck
ing the name the Buck Stove and
and good spirit and brotherly good will
of
the westbound North Coast Lim are
Range company in the "We don't patpracticed.
ronize" list in the organization's or- ited train at MeKenzle, twenty miles
The farmers in the valley have oreast of here last night may be consid
gan, the Fedenitionist.
a local Farmers'
Institute,
ered one of the most fortunate in the ganized
Counsel1 for the Federation officials
which meets every Tuesday
evening
annals of railroading. The fact that in the
schoolhouse at Miami. This inopened the argument, urging a rever the
entire
at
of
the
rate
train,
going
sal of the lower court. Answering "i0
stitute is affiliated with the Territormiles an hour and containing more ial
Judge Van Orsdel as to the right of
than 200 persons, could turn over and from Agricultural college. Professors
the college and from the Terriemployes to prevent employers from
t
go down a
embankment with- torial
continuing business by taking on new
Experimental station visit here
out killing anybody is marvelous. The at
hands, Attorney Ralston declared the
intervals to lecture, instruct and
foundation of such right was the pow-o- r train struck a broken rail, and three inspect farming and answer ones- of free speech by which means em-- ' clay coaches, two sleepers and the tions. Today Professors Tinsley and
observation car went down the em- t
ployerfc might dissuade J prospective
lemming from the
of agriculFive were seriously in- ture and Mechanic college
successors from taking up the work bankment.
Arts at Mesllla
none
fatally. There were eight Park were here. The object of the
which he had dropped. Counsel strenu jured,
ously denied that the method of the babies on the train and not one was institute is to enable the farmers to
Federation to prevent the sales of scratched.
exchange ideas and arrive at the het
methods of farming.
the St. Louis concern amounted to unlawful conspiracy or unlawful boy ROOSEVELT AND QUAY
Will Specialize Crops.
COUNTIES QUARANTINED
cott. Counsel for the Buck company
They have also arranged to
asked that the Injunction be continu
ate in the growing of certain intensive
The New Mexico Cattle Sanitary
ed in effect.
1o be supplied to the wholesale
crops
board has issued a bulletin quaranmarkets of the territory. This rr
tining Quay and Roosevelt counties
in crop selection and cul
CONVICTS ARE DOING
on account of glanders existing among operation
means
ture
in sufficient
GOOD WORK ON ROADS the horses in those
counties.
The quantities, to production
insure
and cheap
easy
bulletin reads as follows:
at, top notch .prions.
There are now 2?0 "convicts in the The counties of Quayind Roosevelt marketing
The
"will snoclnl.
territorial penitentiary. Forty of them are hereby declared In quarantine un- Ize on crops which they
next
are
onions
year
and cabare at work on the scenic highway be- der authority conferred
upon the bage, which are sure
staple orons In
tween .Raton and the Colorado line, Cattle Sanitary board of the Territory this
Other garden truck will
and about 2n are helping in the con- of New Mexico pending such action also country.
be grown for the markets. The
as
struction of the extension of the cap-ito- l
may be necessary for the stamping
profits from this class of
are
building. The remainder are en- out of the extremelv infectious and almost unbelievable to farming
an
eastern
gaged in making brick. Everything l dangerous disease known as glanders farmer, although taken as a
matter of
moving very smoothly, and the prison which has shown itself among the every day
knowledge in irrigation
is in good shape. Assistant Superin- horses of these counties.
communities of the central west.
This quarantine to be In full force
tendent Robert. C. Garrett is In charge
The following is from the vear honlf
during the absence of 'Supt. John W. and for such time as the Cattle Sani- of the agricultural
department for 1901
Green, who' is now in Denver. Supt. tary board shall deem all danger of rrom an article
entitled,
"Reservoirs
to
other
Green has informed Captain Garrett the spreading of the disease
in Rocky Mountain States." The stn- that his son, Robert C. Garrett, Jr., parts of the territory shall have ceas Hstics are for the Greolev district in
has patted the physical examination, ed.
Colorado where conditions are
very
and will be appointed to a lieutenancy
similar to those here.
YOUNG CRIMINALS ARE
in the field artiilerv.
"The average yield of cabbage was
SENT TO JAIL FOR TRIAL 20,000
pounds per acre, and onions 200
sacks per acre. It is estimated that
ONLY SURVIVING LINCOLN
',
Saw-tellAlbuquerque. Dec. 10, John
j00 cars of cabbage and onions are
PALLBEARER STRICKEN
and Lynn Gray, two youths, six- annually
shipped from Greelev. Five
teen and seventeen years of age. re- ricres of onions near
Greelev nrrwinn.
Washington, Dec. 10. General Hen- spectively,
burglars, cd thisyear 1.820
which sold
G.
sacks,
ry
Worthington, former member of have been taken to the county jail to
for $1.1 5 per sack. Another five acres
Congress from Nevada, and the only await, the action of the
grand jury, produced 1,500 sacks which sold for
living pallbearer at the funeral of
being unable to furnish the $250 bonds $2 per sack or about $(!00
Abraham Lincoln, was stricken with
per acre."
which were asked of each of thorn for
One of the farmers hero. IT O
apoplexy shortly after noon today. their
at the next term of Chase had a garden of 3
acres this
He was conveyed to the cloak room in court.. appearance
Sawtelle and Gray weiv the year, from which he sold
$4,000 worth
a critical condition.
leaders of a gang of desperate young of products, largely
cabbage and on
criminals who succeeded in keepin
ions, one patch 63 feet by 73 feet
the police busy for three weeks before produced $600 worth of Giant Paschall
and White Plume celery.
they were caught.
All such
DAVIS ACQUITTED
products grown in this section nre
MONTEZUMA LODGE ELECTS
famous for flavor and keeping
V
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR

Is Applying Modern

Methods to Culture of Crops

ten-foo-

e

3-- 4

OF RUSTIN

IB

Jury Was Out
Thirteen Hours in
Famous Case

ho-te- l.

e

One of His Victims Near Death

Ask That Injunction beDisolved

,

'

FANATIC WHO SLEW
POLICE IS DYING

President Needs Array of Counsel

An extensive irrigation project is
Atlanta, Dec. 10. In a Washington
special dispatch printed in the Atlannow under construction in the fruit"
ta
Constitution this morning Presiful county of San Juan in the northdent Roosevelt is quoted as saying
western part of the territory. The
that Wall street hates him. "Not
name of this new enterprise is the
of any general denunciation of
Eden Canal company and its irrigarailroads and corporations, but be
tion system will furnish water for
cause I have done things. When I go
about 30,000 acres of the finest and
to
Africa, Wall street expects every
land
in the Southwest between
best
lion to do his duty," the President is
the valleys of two very strong and
quoted as saying. He does not plead
well fed streams, namely, the Animas
for centralization of government, but
and the San Juan rivers. The Animas
for a recognition of the power already
is especially considered in the system,
in the national government, and
vested
as it is a perennial stream that year
adds:
"If Congress will eive me
in and year out, in all seasons, carand when I say me, I mean the presiries a great flow while the San Juan
dent, national administration power
river is one of the longest and most
to secure thorough supervision of the
permanent streams in northwestern
financial
affairs of railroads, to regu
New Mexico and southeastern Utah.
late the issuance of stocks, to prevent
There are thousands of acres irrislock watering, and to insure publicgated already in the extensive vality of all their affairs, with due recard
leys of the two rivers where great
to legitimate interests, it would settle
crops of the finest of apples, pears,
the whole corporation question."
peaches and small fruits have been
raised for years which are shipped
in car loud lots and find a ready and
CHARGE LILLEY WITH
profitable sale in Chicago, Kansas
Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
City,
CORRUPT PRACTICES
The yield is great and alSprings.
most sure every year. Once in a while
Is Summoned to Answer for
Bribery
it is. hurt by light frosts in the late
in Recent Election for
spring but even then the damage is EAGLE
FOUND GUILTY
'very small. Alfalfa is also extensively
grown and vegetables thrive to perfecIN SECOND DEGREE
New Haven, Dec. 10. Representa
tion. Many horses, cattle and sheep
tive George L. Lilley, Governor-elec- t
of
are owned in the county and livestock
Jury Returns Sealed Verdict Against Connecticut, has been subpoenaed to
"raising is profitable. On the north and
Eteewa's Slayer.
answer the complaint that in the resouth banks of the San Juan and west
cent campaign he himself or through
of the La Plata river are very great
N.
his financial agents, violated the cor
Dec.
10.
M.,
Albuquerque,
The
of
beds
coal
containing huge deposits
sealed verdict in the case of the ter- rupt pTacticc-- law. The
11
J...!.!'..
lI
J,
comport a
railroad locomotives and evtendi'ng ov-e- r ritory vs, Dick Eagle, charged with Kges unlawful acts of Lillev. or his
the murder of Santiago Eteewa in agent, Col. Mullane, in
C60 square miles.
,.
distributing
Bluewater
canon May 31, which was money through saloon
Work Being Pushed.
keepers in
in by the jury Tuesday night
for the purpose of treating
The general manager is William brought
was opened yesterday and contained electors on election
day, and also in
Goff Black, a bright, energetic exthe information that the jury believed placing certain sums with individuals
perienced business man, a surveyor the defendant
guilty of murder in the in a secret club for "treating" nur- and irrigation engineer of much cap- second
degree. Eagle's attorneys im- poses. The complaint further
comThe
and
alleges
ability
understanding.
mediately gave notice of a motion for that the sworn statement of
Lilley's
pany is now securing the rights of a new trial.
expenses do not set forth these exway for the ditch system across the
The case of the territory vs. Joseph penditures. Lilley's sworn statement
eastern part of the Navajo reservation and will succeed in this in a few Freed charged with selling liquor to showed that he spent, over S!.'! nnn hv
minors-wadismissed on a technical- financial agents to be elected Gov
days. Many of the rights of way across
ernor. His Democratic opponent, A.
ity.
the five mile mesa between the two
reor
session
the district H. Robertson, swore Tie spent $33,000
rivers have been secured and the
Yesterday's
court
was
secured
with
mainder have been
trial of m nis campaign, while the nnti-- r iiw
the
occupied
by
the
case of Fergusson and Crews vs. Republicans spent $15,000.
the settlers and land owners thetie.
Construction contracts for the ditches W, H. Foster, formerly general manare now being considered and will be ager of the Keystone Mining and Mill- ROBBERS STEAL MAIL CAR
let. to contractors by the first of Jan- ing company, of Santa Fe, in which
FROM EXPRESS AND RIFLE IT
uary nert. Engineer George Ander- the plaintiff.? ask judgment against
son will be in charge of the construc- the defendant, on account, of legal
Spokane, Wash.,
Dec. 1 0. Three
tion system. Wood and Morgan, con- services alleged to have been render- men held
up
eastbound
Great Northtractors of Durango, have part of the ed. The case is being prosecuted for ern
No. 4 a mile and
train
passenger
great contract and are already pre- the law' firm bv Attorney Julius Eta ah, a half east of Hillyard
early this morn
paring for the work. They are secur- Francis E. Wood, of Marlon and ing, robbed the mail cat' and
escaped.
ing laborers, draft animals, provisions, Wood, is counsel for Foster.
Only the presence of mind of W. Per- at
will
and
begin
ditching machines
rin, fireman, prevented them from lootthe first headgate at the northern SOUTHWEST SMELTING CO.
ing the express car, which curried a
end of the canal.
WILL BE CLOSED OUT large amount, of money including S20- The route out of Colorado will start
000 consigned
to Montana hanks.
in at the Indian ditch headgate on InOrogrande, N. M., Dec. 10. Notices Whent he train slowed down at Hill- dian land, absorb the present
of the sale of the plant, and effects yard, three men armed with revolv
mesa ditch and pass ,out over Cedar of tlie Southwest
Smelting and Refin- ers, crawled over the tender, and covHill, watering all the lands now under ing company have been posted here, ered the engineer and fireman, order
The Eden canal and throughout the county as re- ing the train stopped. When the train
ditch in Colorado.
all
in
will cover
approximately 40,000 quired by law. The sale notice re- came to a standstill, two stood guard
acres of land, of which 30,000 acres cites that the Southwest 'Smelting and over the engineer while the third took
are said to be level and tillable at this Refining company has become indebt- Fireman Perrin, and compelled him
time. The central railroad point to ed to the Collins Bond and Investment to cut off the first two cars from the
this fine area of fruit and farming company in the sum of $136,000, with rest of the train. These were the mail
land is Aztec, the county seat and one interest since
April, 1907, at the rate and baggage cars and' in the darkness
of the chief places of the New Mexico of 5
cent.
The sale is advertised the conductor did not discover that
per
fruit belt. The Eden company will to take place at the
he was left with a dead train. The
postoffice in Oro:
a
robbers then left the crew, and ran
bring to that part of the county
6.
ofThe property
grande, January
the locomotive with the two cars some
splendid development and doubtless fered for sale includes a
of
list
long
will make Aztec a town of several lots in this
town, buildings on the distance, where they rifled the mail
r.
thousand population.
and escaped.
townsite, including the 'Sacramento
Railroad Facilities
claims and .leases, buildmining
The Denver and Rla Grande rail- ings at Brice and at the Lucky mine, PROMINENT SPEAKERS
ADDRESS RIVER CONGRESS
road has a passenger afld freight line smelter plant equipment, hot plate fur
unnace, water rights,1 pipe line, reserthrough this Section which will be.
der the irrigation system of the Eden voir and smelter site, water plant,
Dec, 10, Prominent
Washington,
Canal company, and trains are ..run- supplies and the office outfit at St. speakers, among them Speaker Can"
'
non and Brazilian Ambassador Nabu-co- ,
ning over this line regularly. Exten- Joseph, Mo.
sions from it to the vast coal fields
addressed today's session of the
west of the La Plata river and north WILL REOPEN AND WORK
National Rivers and Harbors congress.
of1 the 'San Juan
ABANDONED SILVER MINE "The Atlantic Coast's Interest in the
river, are contemplated by the road and will,' so it is beNational Rivers and Harbors Policy"
Pinos Altos, Dec: 10, Hon.' 'L. P.I was the subject on which Anthony
lieved, be built before six months are
over,
Deming and James E. Burnett are Higgins, former United States Senator
'
San Juan county Is called "The Land making arrangements to install new from Delaware, addressed the conof the' Big Red Apple," on account machinery in and ,to reopen the ild vention, while James Van Cleave,
of the large number of pounds of this Silver Joe mine, one of the oldest silver President of the National Association
delicious fruit produced and on ac- - mines in this district. This mine was of Manufacturers, told of manufacturcount of its excellence and toothsome-ness.'- the scene of a rich strike of native ers' interest in improved waterwaysj
The San Juan county apples silver in the early sixties, when it
command a very ,high price in all the was owned by Captain Davis.' On the PRESIDENT CASTRO LANDS
IN SUNNY FRANCE
cities as far east as St. Louis; so do day following the strike, however, a
the peaches, pears, cherries and small cloudburst filled the workings with
Immense quantities of them water and Captain Davis became disfruits.
Bordeaux, Dec. 10. President Casare shipped yearly to the market. The couraged and abandoned it, He re- tro of Venezuela disembarked here tomany prosperous mining towns in the turned east and never came back. day from the French steamer GuadaSan Juan region in Southern Colora Now it is proposed to develop and lupe. His landing was effected without
do are also great consumers of the work the vein.
incident. v

NO, 257

is
Both He and His Victim Connected With Prominent
Families in the State
Omaha, Dec. 10. After 13 hours
deliberation the jui'y in the case of
Charles E. Davis charged with murder on September 2, of Dr. Frederick
T. Rustin, this morning agreed on a
verdict of not guilty, and ordered
the discharge of the prisoner. The
case has attracted unusual attention
on account" of the prominence of the
victim, who 'Was one of the leading
doctors of the city and of a prominent
family. Although he holds a minor
position in the First National
bank,
Davla la a brother of the president,
cashier and other officials of the institution He is also
related to men prominent in the financial affairs of New .York City.
,

t,

The following officers were elected
by Montezuma lod ';e, Xo. 1, A. F. &
A. Masons, at its regular monthly
communication at Masonic hall last
Monday evening for the coining year,
and will be installed on December 27
next. They, are: Dr. J. A. Massie,
worshipful master; F. P. Creighton.
senior warden;' H. II. Dorman, junior
warden; Percy F. Knight, treasurer;
A. R. McCord, secretary; Roy Creighton, tiler.
HARRIMAN WILL MOVE
SHOPS TO NEW MEXICO

Market Is Large.
The market cannot be satisfied. The
great coal camps of Dawson, Van
iiouten, Yankee and Koehler, are with
in the county. The more nrodnced the
easier the marketing becomes. Similar
profits are made in the growing of
grains and alfalfa, the latter often sell
ing as high as $20 per ton."
Miami citizens also
In
the buying of their sumilies. Thfv
have just finished unload inff a rar nf
the finest of screened coal, which cost
only $,!.2o per ton laid down in Spring
er, iney are getting first-clas- s
com- mercial lumber direct from the saw
mills laid down beside their founda
tions at $14 per thousand feet.
Thirty-fivof the farmers already
have their ground now ready for the
big results possible to irrigation farm.
ing, and with political conditions in
the country undisturbed, and RtntP.
hood for New Mexico assured bv th
recent election, the lands here will
grow in value by leaps and bounds.

El Paso, Dec.
has been announced that the motive power and
car departments of the Harriman lines
in Mexico will be removed from Tucson, Ariz., to Empalme, Mexico, where
they will be located in the future.
This change will involve the removal
of J. W. Small, superintendent of motive power; James R. Finley, master
car builder, and about 10 office clerks,
CROWN POINT MINE SOLD
with several laborers.
TO EL1 PASO ENGINEER
RUEF JURY HAS BEEN
OUT A WHOLE DAY
Bland, N. M.. Dec. lO'Martin viah.
San Francisco, Dec. 10. Twenty-on- e back, a mining engineer of El
Past,
hours have elapsed since the jury uas nougnt the Crown Point mine lo- in the Ruef case began' its delibera- cated near here,, the consideration betions yesterday afternoon, but no ver, ing $100,000. The property was worked
diet has been reported yet. From the for about three yearsi, and
produced
in gold and silver, but
length of time the jury has required about
for consideration Ruef and his attor- it was shut down several
years ago
and has uot been operated since.
neys are hopeful of a disagreement.
10.-"-- It

e
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AMD

LIGHTNING

TP

BIG

SHIPS.

Vessels Are Struck More Frequantfy
Than Is Supposed.
In spite of the pupiilm1 iuipresslou to
tlie contnirjy, ships remote from the
land lire seldom damnged by HgUtuiu;,'.
Whenjou catch on to although sosni! of the most uwe
dhsplays of iiluiospbei'ie electhe fact that we're oftricity are lroqueiitly witnessed by
those ou board of them.
fering you the best Standing riggiii;,' and erou parts of
the
gear are now made of
clothes ever shown in fcted rminln;:
wire, and this substitute for the
old fashioned hemp serves the purpose
thisjtcwn, you be sur of li;,'hlniiij; conduetor when the ship
is not tilted with such an aid to safeprised; that you "have ty. The oleeti'le current is conveyed
down the wire rigging and reaches the
neglected the oppor- sea through the vessel's metal hull.
Damage occurs only if the current be
tunity so long. Ev6ry Inlerrvipied on ils way down. In a
comparatively large proportion of instances the fore .royal truck is struck
Hart Schaffner & by lightning, that of the main less frequently and the ujizzcu least of the
three.
under thl:'
Very serious
head occurred to warships and nier-ch"vessels in the days of wooden
hulls and hempou rigging. In .July.
in
overcoat
suit and
lSOli, as thirteen sailing vessels of the
were trying to
in
good East India company
the store is
round (lie cape i:i the vicinity of Algoa
buy, homeward bound, two of them,
catch; and you'll rea- the P.rllaunia and the I'.onibay Castle,
were struck by lightning. The forelize it as soon as you mast of each was soon enveloped ia
flumes, and the masts had to lie cut
see them.
away In order to save the ships sin J
their combustible cargoes. A lnvivy
g.tle was blowing, the night was dark,
and the other ships of the (!Yt, which
nf ths finest things here that' HART
ynt, snmwere hove to at the time, were wit&
MARX ever made; they're special
SCHAFFNER
nesses of ul thrilling incident.
thin.'? produced for us, and for you.
Many vessels are now lilted with
We'll show yoi some of the smartest styles in 'fine
lightning conductors of approved types
overcoats; new ideas for tn.is season both in fabrics and
lest the wire rigging should fail to
in models; nobodv in the whole country oit'ars such values
carry off the electric current. In May,
1S5I5. short'.'i
as we do in our Hart Schaffaer & Marx tino clothes. It's
after a severe timntkr-stonn- ,
at
the
the same ia suits. We show you the lestin
accompanied by ligiilning and
market;
rain, in 3 degrees houIIi. 87 degrees
low price, Every dollar you pay here get value.
east, the 1'. and (. steamship Victoria
This Store is the Homo of HART
had a sudden increase of ''deviation
SCHAFFNER C& MARX clothes
amounting to (J degrees in both the
standard and the wheelhouse compasses, and later it was discovered that
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
the lightning conductor on the fore had
MONEY TO LOAN
The ship must have; been
fused.
struck by lightning during' the storm.
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and c,b high m J200.
Kno w led ge Ma ga ne.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates axe
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

' YOU SHOULD

Baby

JALL

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

Phone

108.

The largest and tbe only

up-to-d-

store

Santa

im

101.

ft.

(SglVlfl

pel

Chickens and Turkeys
Alive or Dressed
Booths Oysters
FRUIT NUTS & VEGETABLES

IN SEASON

i

Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

No. 40.

CALL APD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
"-

C

3. Qntfi
apitl

-

Best Place to Plant Them if They
Corns Your Way.
A seasoned Wall street campaigner
condenses u life of practical observation in the remark: "Stock market
'tips' are, as a rule, founded on nothing better than guesswork or pure invention.
Although usually wilhout
value, openly peddled out to the public and not possible to trace to any
reliable source, they come clothed iu
such a garb of mystery and apparent
Importance that there are always A lot
of 111 Informed persons who will accept them and act on thetn as on gos-

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

truth.

"Often these so called 'tips' are but
the whispered suggestions of some manipulator who was confident that his
mysterious, semiconfidential hint would
travel and be" made the basis of largo
buying of some stock he was especially anxious should be largely sold.
"It is told of one great speculative
magnate of the, past generation that
when he was approached by the pastor
of a rich and fashionable Fifth avenue
church In search of means by which
he could become suddenly rich he put
his lips close to the clerical ear and
whispered: 'Buy Pacific Mail. It's a
sure thing. If you lose on it I'll make
good your losses.'
"The pastor departed gleefully. Some
two weeks later he called at the office
of the manipulator and deplored the
great financial losses he had incurred
in following the confidential 'tip.'
'How much were theyV asked Mr. G.,
and on being told he drew his personal
check for the amount.
"The minister took It and after expressing his thanks hesitated a moment and then said: 'But how about
You placed no ban
my parishioners?
of secrecy on me, and their losses have
"
been enormous.'
"The financier smiled grimly as he
remarked, 'You see, doctor, those were
the fellows I was after.'
"This story may be true or may not,
but it points a moral. If you get a
tip' on Wall street bury it in the back
yard and forget It." Cleveland Leader.
Double Headed Bull.
On the occasion of a public reception
at Napier, Australia, the school children of the town, after being duly complimented by his excellency from County Tyroue on the hearty manner lu
which they had rendered the national
anthem, were solemnly assured that if
they put their shoulders to the wheel
they would be sure to reach the top
of the tree, upon which a compatriot
turned to me and said, "Sure, it was
an axletree he meant, bedad!" London
Spectator.
A

Equally Cutting.
"Your voice," said the commanding
officert "Is decidedly rasping."

19C3.

Co.

you give Him
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USES COUGt'.S, C
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j

Guaranteed to Wear Six Months

:

SORB THROAT,
VWOOPINQ COUCili ANO
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
I,Irs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,

Coio., writes; "I can't say
d
enough for Ballard's
Syrup, It hao cured
my baby of tho croup and my
children cf severe Cougns.
I know no better medicine."

ml

nni

iimier

$1.00

&

CHILDREN

ALL

SIZES AND COLORS'

Fashions' Smartest Innovation

JL

Baleard Snow LLvlrnent Co.
fa
ST. lOUli-,.

MEN WOMEN.

PWniY
UUvlllv.

Horo-houn-

Z5c, 50c

FOR

mhp
111C

50C EACH

EACH

Iv'--

O.

P. O. Box 219.
For

Hall a Century

Phone No.

-- O-

toe Leading

86.

Dry Goods House in the City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
"Yes, sir," said the subordinate,
touching hi hat. "I have been out
roughing It with a tile of soldiers all
morning." Chicago Tribune.

4k

Why He Loved Spain.
Gioatvhino Kossini, who was a great
.jester, was once seen embracing a
Spaniard with great effusion. Asked
the reason, he replied, "Because without Spain we would be the last
'

Economy in Fuel

Appearance

The Motive.

Lawyer What' took you to the scene

Witness The cars,
of the murder?
no! What motive
sir. Lawyer-N- o.
was it?
Witness The locomotive.
Lawyer' Yeirinay go. Pathfinder.

Tight Heaters

Good Cough Medicine for Children.

LS

THEY NEVER GO OUT

The season for coughs and colds is
now at hand and too much care cannot
be used to protect the children. A
child is much more likely to contract
diphtheria or scarlet fever when he
has a cold. The quicker you cure his
cold the less the risk. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy is the sole reliitnce of
many mothers, and few of those who
have tried it are willing to use any
other. Mrs. P. F. Starcher, of Ripley,
W. Va., says: "I have never used
anything other than Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for my chidreln and
it has always given good satisfaction."
This remedy contains no opium or
other narcotic and may be given as
confidently to a child as to an adult.
For sale by all druggists.

THE ORIGINAL
and only AbsoIutel
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

The .abce cuts represent the nearest aproach
Ko modern
heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same." Owing to the fact
of haviDg purcha&ed heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.
.

The New Mexican can no printing
equal to that done in any of the larg
cities. Our solicitor, every piece ol
work we turn out. Try our stock ones
and you will certainly come again. We
hava all the facilities fo rturnlng out
every class of work, including one of
the best blnderlfw in the Wiwt
Why pay more when you can get
DIAMONDS
not only 90 fine large cups of Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee from a 25c
package but a Coupon on a 25c sil- R,GHTPR,CES
"
Coffee Strainer bevered
sides? Look for the Coupon I put RIGHT GOObS,
them in now. The satisfaction is, beRIGHT SERVICE
sides1, most
perfect. Sold by

HARDWARE CO.

H. C. YQNTZ

Co.

WATCHES

RMinDRC
HAvlVJiJlVllu

"No-Drip-

-''

EyT,
Fitted

Y

By

Up-t-

Date Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8IVERWAKE.
S46

Every Woman
aim buouiu
IB

pi

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

I

Urn. FARAIi

INCORPORATED

Your affinity may love you but
She will not darn your Sox

I

"TIPS."
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IMARVELWhirlingSpray
Xlw new vairinni

4an Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

conven
onpjruiEr.
It cleanse!

I ST.

MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

nuuitly.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

for It.

AflR your drngpint
lift nfinnot Aunnlv

if

thA

MARVEL, accept no
nthAl hilt, wnll ahinnn for
It gtaM
Illustrated book-sea- led.
fn.l nn.rMp.nlflni ami filrftctlons in.
Viuaable to ladles. MAKVEL CO.
Sd Strati. NEW YORK.
4 :
v

STUDIES

LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to
purchase all.

J us nm

LUMBER
of us.

Farming Timbers, Sidin?
Joist Shingles and every requi
site of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial ordor and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
atronage.

C. W. Diidto7.

i

iii

i

Vl.

X

SEPT.

1st.
II
K0R addkkssLARS

BROTHER HERMES,

PRESIDENT.

We D
OF ANY BETTER REMEDY FOR COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCHITS THAN COMPOUND
,

WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

,

SOLO BY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER .10, 1903.

SANTA
v,,f

There Is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other diseases put together, and until the last
few years waa supposed to be Incurable, tor a great many years doctors

VTf

,,

J
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wei Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"The

and preby contreatlocal
with
cura
to
stancy failing?
ment, pronounced ltvlncu"able. Science
has proven caarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore requires con-

dlsje
anil

pronounced It a local
scribed local remedies

Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for
pation.

If you suffer from Indigestion or Dyspepsia; if you are
annoyed with gas on the stomach, fulness after eating,
belching, sour stomach, heartburn, etc., a few doses of
Kodol will relieve you.
If you knew as well as we do how eood a preparation Kodol Is for Indigestion and dyspepsia it
wouldbe unnecessary for us to guarantee a single
bottle.
But to get you to know how good it is as well
as we know, we practically will purchase the first
bottle for you.
You wonder, perhaps, how we can afford to
make such an offer It is because we have absolute confidence in the honesty and fairness of the
public.
We know there are thousands of persons who
suffer from Indigestion and dyspepsia who would
be grateful to us for putting them in touch with

consti-

.

teeos

The

Falstaff

Furthermore, we know that after you have
used Kodol your faith in the preparation will be
equal to ours.
This proposition we make is not altogether
unselfish, but it is actuated by the knowledge
that the use of Kodol by you will benefit you as
well as ourselves.
How could we afford to make such an offer
to the public, and how could we afford to spend
thousands of dollars to tell you about it unless we
positively knew and were sure of the merits of

AM All Kioot at Mineral

to know.
perfect digester must contain many ingredients each in proper proportion.
fOR SALE

Water.

Foley's Onno Laxative cures chronic
constipation and stimulates the liver. TERRITORIAL NEWS NOTES
Any Flavor you Deelre.
Orino regulates the bowels so they
Fi!liS tor Any AmmM.' Mall Orton will act naturally and you do not have
will Receive P rosin Arteatte.
to take purgatives continuously."
The Santa Fe railroad is to soon
erect a $25,000 freight depot at Clovis.
Phona 3&
Subscribe for the Daily New
The Swastika of Des Moineg has reand get the a&ws.
B.
taata
I.
cently been purchased by C. W. Hub-

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

bard.
The citizens of Logan and vicinity
are contemplating organizing a local
telephone system.
Las Animas trustees have voted a
bond issue of $50,000 for constructing
a new water system.
San Jon is to be the central office
of a new telephone line from Tucum-car- i
to Amarillo, Texas.
Clovis has two Republican clubs.'the
club and the Andrews-Taf- t
club. The last' named was the
first organized.
The Montoya Republican says that a
million dollars worth of snow dropped
in that portion of New Mexico during
the recent storm.
The Socialists of Farmington cele
brated Thanksgiving by a
dinner. Fifty-fou- r
persons eat down
to an elaborate repast.
The Federal Banking company of
Tucumcarl has received a safe which
is the largest safe ever sold in the
territory. It is 7 feet high and weighs
Taft-Andre-

A
Civil

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
or practical life under modern conditions. Complete
,

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and

Agricul-ture- ,

courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are loV and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.

Gahrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

CO.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

&

Bus bine

120 San Francisco

St

.

8

tons.

San MarciaJ held its annual 'festival
last week. Bands, processions, ball
games, races and dances were among
the attractions, and a big concert was
held in the opera house.
A chamber of commerce has been
organized at Carrizozo with J. H. Can- nine:, president: J. F. Kimball, vice
president; Will J. Doering, secretary;
Frank J. Sager, treasurer.
Leocardio
Martinez, living eight
miles southeast of Des Moines, fell
from a windmill 14 feet to the ground"
last Friday. He fractured both bones
of the left lejj below the knee.
The Hardwicke and Butler well
struck a big gusher on the farm of
Dr. M. M. Inman on the Cottonwood
near. Artesia Tuesday. The water
the

inches above
flowed thirty-sicasing.
At a meeting of the town board of
Farmington the other night, all members being present, the town license
for saloons was raised from $700 to
$1200. This was done by a unanimous
vote of the board.
Walter E. McCall, who has been employed at the McMillan dam near
scare
Lakewood, created a
hands
the
evening
Saturday
among
by attempting to take hia own life
with, a butcher knife.
The first consignment of pecan
trees has just been received in Carlsbad. Seedling pecans have been tried,
and they have grown well, but the
seedling pecan is as uncertain as the
seedling peach, as to what it will be.
The Clayton ; Citizen, in writing
about the proposition to change the
name of the Sunshine Territory, says;
"New Mexico is; music to us; the name
spells sunshine, boundless plains, pine
clad hills, green fields, and home., We
want no change.",
The people of Hope are"going to
have a big .time Christmas eve and
night, and the daxs of tlva24th and
25th. There will be many fast horses
entered In the races. Other amuse
ments will consist of a big dance and
supper each night.
orThe Silver City band
ganization by the election of the following officers: J. J, Vitaot, president;
James .St.'. Clair, secretary and treasurer; Marcellus Grady, musical direc- x

Call up

1

32 Black far Carriages.

;

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

full-grow- n

Tw Weeks

Special Sale Of ILatest

nly
Novel-

ties in Fall and Winter Dress
si

VIvVUJl

0UE FLAG
OT TO RETSCH , P opt ieto
FAL.STAFF BOTTLED BEEN.
FROM A PINT UP

ANY QUANTITY

'

'

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
4EST SIDE OF, PLAZA

:

!

SANTA

FE

N M

Thee celebrated Hot Springe are located in the mldet of the Ancient Cliff
milec weit of
Dwelling, twenty-fiv- e
Taoe, and fifty milee north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage rune to the springs.
The temperature of these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
".arbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther le now a commodious ho- -'
tel for the convenience of invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
watere contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich
Bar-anc-

BY THE ZOOK PHARMACY

SODA WATER,
'Orders

0J0 CALIEJiTfi IjOT SPRIfJGS.

Get a dollar bottle of Kodol, and do it oday.
Don't delay. And if you can honestly say that
you did not receive any benefits from it after you
have used the entire bottle the druggist will're-fun- d
your money to you without question or
delay. We will pay the druggist the price of the
bottle purchased by you.
Any druggist will give you Kodol on these
terms, because he knows our guarantee is good.
The $1.00 bottle contains 2H times as much as
the 60o bottle.
Kodol is prepared at the laboratories of X. O.
DeWitt & Co., Chicago.

y,ou
A

ST. LOUIS BEER

Superintendent

Our Guarantee

Kodol.
We couldn't it would bankrupt us.
But we know the merit of Kodol and we want

Beeh

KRICK
HENRY
T
Sole Agent lot
lERTS

mixtures of food, and completely.
Kodol does that even in a glass test tube.
No other digester can.
Kodol alone does all of the work. It stops all
irritation, and gives the stomach complete rest.
It has taken us years to get a perfect digester,
but we certainly have it now,
Please try it today at our risk.
It means more than relief. It means that the
stomach will do its own work far sooner than
you'll expect.
Kodol digests all the food you at.
Eat what you want and let Kodol digest it.

That is why.

Co.

s

It must be a liquid, because all those lngred
lents cannot be put into dry form.
It must be able to digest any food, or any

Kodol.

Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
may develop into pneumonia over
night are quickly cured by Foley's
Honey and Tar, as it soothes inflamed
membranes, heals the lungs, and expels the cold from the system. Sold
Stripling-Burrow-

Through Academic course, preparing young
life. Great
amount of open air work. Ilealtblets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
u the beautiful Pecos
Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,7j0
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E, A. Cahoon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars aoi Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JA. W. WILL80N,
men for college or for business

For Dyspepsia and Indigestion.

The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe's
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hugh F. Du
Val! Extensive improvements are be
ing made, the' cuisine materially improved and the new landlord proposes
to make the Normandie the best moderate priced hotel in the territory.
Give this hotel a try.

by

Kodol

".

stitutional treatment. Hill's Catarh
Cure, manufactured by F1. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only constitutional cure on the market. It Is taken
internally in doses from 10 drops to
a teaspoonful. It acts, directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it fails to cure. Send for
circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,

"A."

o

est alkalln Hot Springs In the worla.
The efficiency of these watere has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous curea attested to In the follow
Ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
of the Kidneys. Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Coard, lodging and bathing 12.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe rain upen request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for OJ
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Callonte at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further particulars ar
dress:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
ClO

D. Xixon, manager; Waiter
Blackwell, collector.
The seventh well has been sunk In
the railroad yards at Clovis, which
was tested Wednesday and found to
supply Co gallons per minute. This
leaves but one more well to be put
down, according to the original contract, which calls for eight.
A new office has been created by the
Santa Fe in Albuquerque under the
title of general roundhouse foreman
and C. .1. Drury of La Junta has been
appointed to that position. His duties
will be the general supervision
of
roundhouse operations on the Albuquerque division.
The election of officers of Sliver
City Ixxlge No. 8, A. F. and A. M.,
was recently held and resulted as fol
lows: C. B. Morrill, Worshipful Master; Eugene 'R. Cosgrove,' Senior Warden; .1. E. White, Junior Warden; J.
W. Carter, Treasurer; Hyman Abraham, Secretary; II. H. Kelly, Tyler.
John R. Cass, superintendent of the
Presbyterian Mission Board, with
headquarters at Albuquerque, was in
Des Moines, Union county, last week
for the purpose of looking over the
field with a view to organizing a
church there. He will return in January and take steps to effect a church

ior; E.

organization.
Prosperity is coming to San Juan
county in great bis chunks. Several
irrigation companies interested iuj
building ditches in the county aie dc--j
ing things now. The Xe.v Eden Ditch
project contrict has been let anl work!
begun on the Ci'izens' Illinois Ditches
and lesser irrigation enterprises are
i'l menu stvi
being promoted which
richer development for San ' Juan
county.
The reclamation service will finish
construction on the McMillan reservoir
at Carlsbad very shortly. This com
pletes the construction on the Carlsbad project. The small reservoir at
Avalon, the distributing point, is filling rapidly and water is also being
stored at Lake McMillan. In all probability the reservoir will be overflowing .before the' irrigation season of
1909 opens.
The idea of a fire drill in the public
schools of Artesia os gaining In popularity, for both teachers and parents
are beginning to realize that such a
drill and the training therefrom may
be the means of saving the lives of
many little ones in case of fire. The
men ' who were arrested at Dayton
about 10 days ago on the charge of
horse stealing were given a preliminary hearing and released. After the
trial one of them undertook to lick the
constable at Dayton for the, part he
took in the case, but the officer put It
over him and he had a pay a fine in
addition to taking a licking.

Proorictor.
fJ. M

Tn ronoty.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express forwarders
TO

111

.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Welis Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tarcughout jtheUnited States. Canada. Mexico
and all ForeignCountref.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
aW&aftujHsai

FHE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

I

ALBUQUERQUE

i

Has beenjestablished eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
ooe forewomen. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

j

numbers.

VESGHOOLS

1

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

Second Semester Begins January 4, 1909.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

TJNIVBRSITY
at
rates
reasonable

Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

.

U. 8. MAII, AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours betweea
Agents for th Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other rout
Full equipment of modern Cars ii
ind Kissel Automobiles.
'
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passes
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert Chaufe and all points In the Estancla Val- feurs in charge of every Car. Seat
reserved on Auto by applying to
ley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leava Roswell daily at Agent of El Paso ft Southwestern Ky,
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
:: ::

Laggage allowance 60 lbs.
Rallwaj
Auy
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier''
Coughs that are tight, or distressine ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
tickling coughs, get quick and certain
J. W. STOCKARD
help from Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy.
On this account Druggists everywhere
are favoring Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. And It1 is entirely free from
Opium, Chloroform,' or any other stupefying drug. The tender 'leaves of
a' harmless
mountainous
627 kan Franclaee Streal
shrub give to Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy its curative properties. , Those
leaves have the power to calm the
most distressing Cough, and to soothe,
and heal the most sensitive bronchial
membrane. Mothers should, for safe-- ,
ty's sake alone, always demand Dr.
Blanket, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work, .
Shoop's. It can with 'perfect freedom,
,..
be given to even the youngest babes.
Opels, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Qeme
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Best of Everything In Our Uno.
Test it once yourself, tnd see! gold
by Stripling, Burrows & Co.

Manager.

lung-healin- g

Inoian and feiiGGn VJares
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Fettf. M.
A November 91908.
hereby 'given that Matias

Department'bf

Mexi-

'f

jWteriorfe'

Office 'at." &atta

wr innovations' in them be left toithe SfldortM W
Mexico
J&&
'
board of aldermen and such schofars.'
Notice Is
-- .
..'
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER
Carrlllo, of Villanueva, N. M., who,
on March 10th, 1903, made homestead
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print- entry No. 7444 (0189), for S
SE 14
SW
ing Company.
Sec. 20 and S
Sec. 21,
New Mexico township 11 N., Range 14 E., N. M. P.
Santa Fe
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW- .
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
MAX FROST
OSTEOPATHY
to make final five-yeproof, to es- Attorney-at-LcDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
tablish claim to the land above deSanta Fe
New Mexico
treats acute and scribed, before Register or Receiver,,
Successfully
chronic diseases without drugs oi' at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day
G. W. PRICHARD
medicines. No charge for consulta- of December, 1908.
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices In all the District Courts tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
Claimant names as witnesses:
m..
o. m. 'Pbons 15.
&lve8
special attention to cases Hour: 2
Ortiz, Juan Ortiz, Telesforo Mes-ta- s,
"B"
u"nttl .ou"rem' wuru
Ciriaco Ortiz, all of Villanueva, N.
DR. F. C. BAKES.
Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa D'e. N. M.
M.
Oculist.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2
Office Hours,
A. M.,
P. M.
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works and town building. There
besides .millions of acres . of ;. public
land, better than any of that eagerly
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$3.75 ing into eastern New Mexico. Here
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
there is waterpower for a hundred
.20
$
Daily, per week, by carrier
2.00
Weekly, per year
The climate is1 the most
factories.
.75
carrier....
by
Daily, per month,
1.00
months
six
Mexico and the skless
Weekly,
New
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65
equable
Daily, per month, by mail
75 the bluest.
7.00
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mail
Weekly,
Daily, per year, by
Here there is an empire for the
FE
COUNTY.
SANTA
OF
PAPER
making; the best railroad proposition
OFFICIAL
The treasure
in the country today.
"'The New Mexican is tho oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is cent to vault is pointed out; the key that is
as a large aud growing circulation needed is a railroad. Who will un
every postofSce in the Territory, and
lock it?
and
progressive people of the Southwest.
among the intelligent
in the postofflce of Santa Fe tangs
man minted at Cimarron, Colfax
a
WIONTfenLABrL?
county, in 1873, seven years before
the first railroad came to New Mexico, which shows the survey of the
e, tne. j,rojpcted Western or Central railroad
RAIL- of such a line, and bant a
AN EMPIRE FOR A NEW
with
its
teraninus.
junction'
southern
Tnia
froin Salt jiUke tn Siinta Fe
TO
CONQUER.
ROAD
railroads
other
Attorney-at-Lain
of
three
as
line
follows
indicated
reaching
the
oui,
New
survey
into
The drift of immigration
in every direction to bring in the
District
the
this
Divide,,
the
in
editorial,
by
Attorney, Luna County,
crossing
been
phenomenal
Mexico has
this
- Pemin&
into
region
inwould
New Mexico
who
Amarllla
pour
and
of
Tierra
the
Pass,
way
followed
past two years, it has
to
railroad
a
unlocked
were
to
it
La
the
by
of
Plata
Ftead
C.
EDWARD
WADE.
up
that
passing
new railroad lines into a country
no
Attorney-at-LaDatango, continuing along the San
was deemed uninviting; that had
There is a feasible route for such a Juan into Utah and thence up to Salt
In the Supreme and
withPractices
is
that
of,
worth
speakins
timber
be built at a Lake. In other words, the
could
it
and
railroad
Courts
of the Territory, In the
silver
or
engineers
no
sold
out streams, that has
small cost per mile, al- of a third of a century ago thought Probate Courts and before the U. S.
to
comparatively
lure
mines
of
kind
or any other
here and there would loom the line such a feasible one that it Surveyor General and U. S. Land
the adventurous, that has no coal indi- though
up some slight engineering difficulties found a place upon the maps before Offices.
cations, and that offers nothing but
New Mexico
that modern railroad builders, how- the building of the present railroad I as Cruces.
the soil, very fertile indeed, hut withover- lines of
to
trouble
no
have
would
if
was
it
ever,
the
and
recentE. C. ABBOTT
Territory,
out, means of irrigations, until
would considered a
good project in those
Attorney-at-Lato farming come. From iSanta Fe, the line
ly deemed most essential
into the fertile Tesuque vallvy days, how much more so today! In
Practice In the District and Suin the arid regions. And still the set- dip
with
its beautiful orchards and rich another ten years, the New Mexican is preme Courts. Prompt and careful
build
tlers come by the thousands,
and following the river that confident, a railroad line will follow attention iven to all busiress.
towns and villages and lay the foun- farms,
twice as many acres as this route, and the only question to- Santa Fe.
New Mexico
for thousands of homes might irrigate
dations
reach the Rio Grande day is: Who will build it first? The
would
it
does,
B. RENEHAN
A.
where at the last census year there
at San Ildefonso, giving it the en- Denver and Rio Grande or the New
Attorney-at-Lawere scarce as many hundred. West,
trance
to the large and prosperous Es- Mexico Central or some new corporas
in the Supreme and Disland
Practices
hungry
these
further west,
next to the Mesilla and tion
.
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
are pushing and they have panola valley,
specialty. Office In Catron block.
reached the Rio Grande river; they:
section of New Mexico, well populat- NEW MEXICO
SHOULD REMAIN Santa Fe,
New Mexico
,,,,,.prl bv the Sansre de Cristo
waed and blessed with
THE NAME.
TiansR from further progress, but the
P. EASLEY
CHARLES
The New York Sun, one of the great
only partly utilized. This valley
advance guard is camping witnin signi ters,
(Late Surveyor General.)
an immense tonnage of ag- papers in the greatest city and the
would
yield
Fe.
at
Santa
Attorney-at-Laof the Capitol
ricultural products and will take many most populous state in this powerful
railand
Land
west
and
east
Mining business a spec
an
were
If there
tons of fuel and' other commodities Union, believes in leaving the name
ialty.
road from the Sangre de Cristo range when
fully developed, and even now of New Mexico remaining as the name ganta
New Mexico
to the Arizona boundary along the is a respectable feeder of the Denver or
the new sunshine state, which will
of
B.
the
GEORGE
BARBER.
the
acth parallel,
immigration
and Rio Grande System, furnishing it be created by Congress and the PresiAttorney and Counsellor at Law
past two years would seem trifling the bulk of the tonnage between
dent at an early date and probably
Practice In the District Court and
compared with the vast hordes that
and 'Santa Fe. Following the within the next 10 months. The edi- - SiinrewiA
fViurta nf the Torrltorv.
would pour across the Sangre de Cris- eastern bank of the Rio Grande, the
itorial is remarkably well written and Prompt attontk)n glven to all Dusl.
to Range, for it is west of that range new line would
,
pass1 through settle-- weu taken in every
point ana ex- and north of Santa Fe that lies the ment after settlement as far as Santa
the
of
the citizens nncom County
opinion
presses
New Mexico
paradise of New Mexico. These are Cruz and thence to San Juan, there ul rvew
mnnuus oi
ana
ol
mejueu
W.
not lands without flowing streams, but!
FRANK
CLANCY
crossing the river and beginning its those of the country throughout dts
Attorney-at-Lathey are the best watered in the ascent of the no less fertile, though
length and breadth.
a hundred perennial
Southwest;
Chama
I.
valley, passing
narrower,
One point the New Mexican has to
Praf.twa ,n tha
streams dash from the western slope
the flourishing settlement of make so far as ts historical connec- through
mae Court of
into
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g
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of the Sangre
mi
of
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to
belt
enter the timber
Abiquiu
tion of New Mexico wi h Uncle Sams
hefore
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Grande
the Un,ted
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alsQ
tributaries,
jestic
Jemez Forest Reserve and also gh'ing dominion is concerned.
From 1846 Terrltory.
Court
ln
which never runs dry in this latitude; the Chama gold
Wasnington.
Supreme
placers the necessary
mug jea.s, uib vwiH
;
New Mexico
Albuquerque.
another hundred streams come from railroad facilities. It would be, a iu xoou,
the eastern slopes of the ranges west steady climb, but gradual, as the line iew Mexico Damea againsi ziusuie
MOLT AND SUTHERLAND
and bloodthirsty Indians and that sucof the Rio Grande. Far in the north- crossed the
Attorneys-at-LaLobato, the Piedre Lumbre
much more so than did
west lies the San Juan Valley, with and the Canon, the Chama grants, all cessfully, and
in the District Courts as
Practice
the people of the oldest states, as iti
well as before the Supreme Court it
only a fraction of its available waters magnificent properties, only awaiting the
early days. The Indian then had the
in use. One fertile valley after an the coming of the railroad to be exTerritory.
his lance, tomahawk and knife,
only
moun
in
enfolded
Las
New Mexico
Cruces
other is
protecting
coland
abundant
capital
ploited by
whereas duing the past five decades
tain ranges and hills, and here has onized
MARK
B.
THOMPSON
At
the
homeseekers.
eager
by
was armed with rifles and repeating
been for centuries the granary of the mouth of the Gallinas, the heart of he
Attorney-at-LaThe people of New Mexico durguns.
sil
are
Southwest.
Here, too,
gold,
District Attorney Eighth District,
one of New Mexico a line timber ing the Civil war contributed over
ver. copper, mica mines. Here are belts will have been
penetrated. A
soldiers to the Union cause, or Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun
the finest and the most extensive tim short distance up the Gallinas as far 7,000
more than 10 per cent of the entire ties.
ber tracts of the Southwest. Nor Is as the settlement of Gallinas on the
Las Cruces,
New Mexico
population. They made a gallant recthis a region of population, without Jemez Forest Reserve, and then the ord
HARVIE
DUVAL.
and fought successfully in many
towns or cities, without schoola or real
Attorney-at-Laengineering difficulty would be sanguinary battles aaglnst the confedMex
New
was
eastern
like
churches,
struck in climbing to the top of the erates. The New York Sun editorial Land, Mining and Cognition Law ex
ico when it attracted the hegira of the Continental Divide,
which, however, should be read with interested pleasure clusively. Practice in all the District
land hungry from the Middle West and is not quite 8,000 feet in altitude at
Courts and Supreme Court. Special atby the people of the Sunshine Territothe East. This is the oldest settled this
to perfecting titles and organtention
be
would
Then
there
point.
ry. It does them justice and that only,
portion of New Mexico; here live and about thirty miles across the Cejita but this ds
and
izing
financing land and mining
as
much
very refreshing,
have lived 30,000 people, for centuries, Blanca, at the head of the Rio
Puerco, injustice and unfairness has been lev- properties. Office, Laughlln Block.
but there is room for a hundred times an ideal grazing country and also well
New Mexico
eled at New Mexico in recent years. Santa Fe,
as many and there will within a few
H. M. DOUGHERTY
timbered, to the head of 'the North Says the Sun:
years be reared many thousand Fork of the Canon Largo. From thence
Attorney-at-LaThe selection of a name for New
homes, as have been in eastern would be comparatively easy sailing Mexico
Practices in the Supreme aiid Diswhen
that
shall
be
territory
New Mexico, but under far more auspi for the wide Canon
Largo has been admitted into the Union can hardly trict Courts of tha Territory. Office:
clous circumstances and far greater the
New Mexico
high road for travel to the San be marked "urgent," but some benevo- Socorro,
promise of permanency.
Jpan country for several centuries, lent' and leisurely souls are already
CATRON "AN DG0 RTN E R
This region, blessed by climate, by and into it lead nearly all of the main
Attorneys ano Counsellors at Law
writhing over it. Thus the Hon. Aundeveloped natural resources, blessed wagon roads of that section. In fact, lbert E.
Office: Catron Block
Pillsbury would have the fubeyond compare with undeveloped raw it was the highway of the prehistoric ture state called "Lincoln." The Phil- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
products that make profitable tonnage cliff dwellers and of the roving Indian adelphia Press, without committing
L. O. FULLHN
for railroads, is included within an tribes later on, as they came down
itself to a choice, is comically dis- Law .
Attorneyof
which the New into the country of the Pueblos on tressed over the
irrgular triangle,
present title of the
District
Mexico-Colorad- o
Attorney Ninth District
boundary is the base; the Rio Grande. To the railroad build territory :
Office
over
First NationrJ Bank.
the Sangre de Cristo Range, the short- er it offers no difficulties, although it
"Mexico is a very fine country in its Roswell.
Mew Mexico
est side, and the Chama Canon Largo drops from 7,000 feet at its source to
way, but it is foreign to the United
and the La Plata, the long side of 6,000 feet at its mouth in the San
one of the Spanish republics
WILLIAM M'KEAN
the triangle, while Santa Fe la at the Juan river. But this descent is grad States,
of the continent, and there is someapex.
its
ual and extends over a long distance.
Along
base, this
Attorne;
distasteful in having its name inhas meager railroad facilities, made From Largo, at the mouth of the Can- thing
Mining ttni Land Law.
corporated among the states of the
almost inaccessible from the interior on, the proposed road would emerge American Union."
Taos,
Nsw Mexico
by the conformation of the country into the laughing San Juan valley,
Possibly our tastes are not correct
C. W. G. WARD.
From this base, one narrow gauge line passing through Bloomfield on its way or
delicate, but "New Mexico" doesn't Territorial District Attorney .for San
drops into Santa Fe, but it seems in- to Farmington and there leaving the jar them. Our finical friend must
Miguel and Mora counties.
tentionally to have selected a route San Juan for the La Plata to reach have sleepless nights over such for- Las Vegas
New Mexico
.
tnat makes it the most difficult to de the coal fields with ledges of coal
eign and monarchic reminiscences as
velop its tributary country. Tonnaire thicker than any others in the Terri "Carolina,"
"Virginia,"
"Georgia,"
M. C. MECHEM.
derived from the magnificent timber, tory and more easily mined than the "Louisiana"; and as for the
states
me ore or trie many mines, the pas- best and most profitable coal fields with, a "New,"
Attorney-at-Law- ,
they are an abominatraffic
senger
from the many populous in Colfax or McKinley counties. Here tion unto him.
New Mexico
Tucumcarl,
settlements, can only reach it over there is fuel to supply the southwest,
"American commonwealths . should
C. J. Roberts.
Jesse G. Northcutt
long and almost impassable wagon to be gotten out at less cost per ton have each its own
name, unencumroads. Another line drops from the than anywhere
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
else. These fields bered by the adjective 'New.' New
base to El Vado and it is
bringing alone are worthy the building of a York, New Hampshire, New Jersey are r ;
Attorneys at Law.
from the Interior the best timber that railroad such as the proposed line
early errors in Btate nomenclatures ' Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
is being cut in New Mexico
today, from Santa Fe to Durango, but as it that have had no imitators, unless Colorado.
but otherwise it is as far away from would be, they would merely be one New Mexico shall
prove to be one."
the heart of the productive portions of the many factors to make the road
So far as we know the people of
H. R. PUTNAM
of this area as is the line into Santa productive, as a study of the map and these states is there
any other "com- '" U. 8. Court Commissioner and
.. Fe,
The need of this country Is two a knowledge of the country would re- monwealth" than Massachusetts? are
'
'
railroads, along the short and the long veal even to the pessimist
Conveyancer.
satisfied with the names of them.
Biue oi me triangle; one would reach
Loans
and Real Estate. v
nor
is a lare-Htretch
the
Neither
there
"New"
'Hep
the
"foreign"
..
kn. Tafli am4
..vS..uu uco..a, ana, me otner to of country with two million acres element of their nomenclature worries Texlco,
New Mexico.
them.- "New York," for example, has
purango, Colorado. .These lines would of timber land, most of it
Correspondents asking Information
sufficient tonnage from the start tected so that it will
many a historical continuity. So doe3 "New
yield
iconcerning the Territory of New Mex
to make them pay and would inci- - million
feet of timber indefinitely, the juexico,
though the history of itsdentally develop an empire that will mature growth cut away being
so
much shorter. "New ico, promptly answered.
fore part is
sustain a network of branch placed by careful reforestratlon. Here Netherlands," the older name of this
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
graze more than two million head of state, mlsht have been, preferred to Its
rf' '
t
The advantages of a railroad along sheep that yield more than five mil-th- actual name by Lvt purists, but for;
Bonds and Investments.
a
short side of the triangle, follow- - lion pounds of wool annually, and a economy's Bake "New York" is bet
S.
Commissioner
for the Third
U.
'
lng the foothills of the Sangre de million lambs for market annuallv. ter. "York" bare of its adjective)
of New Mexico.
District
Judicial
' Crista
Range to Taos, Questa and Here there are coal mines with a bfT-- , would be too frugal.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
Fort Garland, have been fully dis- - Ion tons of coal in flight. Here there
Mrl Lincoln needs no new honor;
and local bank references.
Eastern
Cussed in the New Mexican they are are metaliferous mines and placers to and what was New Mexico to him or;
aobvlous. The other line along the long make a score of prosperous mining he to New Mexico? and New Mexico
side Of the triangle has been described camps. Here there are fertile valleys is entitled to' vher name unless she
DAVID M. WHITE, C.
also, but In a more definite way. The with orchards, alfalfa and wheat fields wants it changed. We wouldn't even
(Late Territorial Engineer.) ;
strategic point along this line, In fact and a thriving population. Here there change "Alaska'' to Seward" when Irrigation, Water Supply, Railroad
ofthe whole region, are the La Plata are undeveloped land grants that are the time comes, although that change'and Bridge Building.
tioal fields, near the northern terminus being held for the coming of a rail- - would be no more than Just to the iBantiF.
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The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President"
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ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Capital Stock, 1150,009.'
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Loans
Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

-

I

ever-flowin- g

Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rati
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal

o

advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bsnk
ixecutes all orders of its patrons In he banking line, and alrv.a to
xtend to thrm as liber; treatment In all respects, aa Is consistent
with bafety ano the principles of round banking. 8afety deposit boxes
for rent. The patron ige of the public - respectfully solicit.
I
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One of the Best Hotels in the W est
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Washington Avenue

-
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Postal Telegraph Office

Commodious Sample

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room
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Long Distance Telephone Station.
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Short Order Department Open Day and

BUTTON WE DO THE REST.

sC0R0NAPP
Hotel and Restaurant
Best
tie mm
the Market

One of the

;

Short Order RestanraDts
--

Keeps Everything
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Affords,
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DAY AND NIGHT

Serves the Best 25c Meal in the City.
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CENTRAL LOCATION.

Electric Lighted,1 Hot and Cold Water Baths Rates 50c & Up'
a. UUPE HtiRRERA, Proprietor,

Santa Fe, New

Mexico.
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"
I'or uiythLTg and everything appertaining to Printing or Biudin

tall on the New Mexican Printing Company.

KODAKS & PHOTO
-

t

SUPPLIES

a ART
T

PICTURES

AND FRAMING

We Make a
DEVELOPINGSPRINTING
. . ,
AND ENLARGING..
Specialty of ,
Mall orders given prompt attention.
Send for Catalog
;V

A

;

510 8. Broadway, Lee
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all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson

mm mmm

It is

Hot Blast Heater.

upoir en
tirely original princonstructed

ciples, which

are so

Cvy

4

thoroughly efficient
and praclical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world.
these

n

w

Chief among
is the famous

n

gases generated rre
through
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
burned, eliminating all waste.
ul1 leather, $3;
Sheriff's
Flexible It MONEY In
your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COM FORT In your home
Cover Pock
Docket, single, $1.25;
CAN SAVE YOU MON EY,
own
a Wilson-SEE'US-to
two or more book8. $1 each;
New
Orders Solicited WE SELL FURNITURE
Only Complete Stoc
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. MailPhone
in the City.
No. 83.
3 and 10 Inclusive $3. SO
each; Compil
oul,u -- "wauo:i bawa, v&c; uompiiation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
full
Reports,
sheen. tfi.RO; full list Bfhvl Wnv

D'own

CALL UP

which all

Draft
WE

-

in?

OPERA HOUSE
A. V

WE

Jettclbach Manager.

I.EHD

OTHERS

FOLLOW

TONIGHT

S

PROGRAM

has established headquarters at the
"RACKET STORE" and offers a few
suggestions for your Xmas sboppins

Santa
The 'Youngsters'
CI aus

should be very careful
to address their letters
to "Santa" care the
"RACKET STORE.'

"two's Company, Three's a Crowd."
"A Spanish Romance."

If-yo-

Song by Mrs. Kerr, "When the Frost,
is on the Flowers."
No. 900."

t,

LE O HERSCE4

MS
ALL' THE NEWEST

power of

your coal. The result
will be the strongest of

Herewltn are some Bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
Iany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for J10; Adapt-od to New Mexico Code, Laws
of

HORSES,
SURRIES.

novelties

the heating

Postoffice Established.
postoffice has been established at
Elvira, Guadalupe county, to be served
from Buchanan, 15 miles to the Southwest. Carlos Casaus has been appointed postmaster.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa has
appointed the following as notaries
public for their respective counties:
Entimio Gallegos, of Vlllanueva, San
Miguel county.
Claude Neer, of Hachita, Grant
county.
William E. Beecher, of Anthony,
Dona Ana county.
Frank A. Roy, of Ro, Mora county
William M. Weddington, of Ricaxdo,
Guadalupe county.
A

TABLE

FOG

your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled

OFFICIAL MATTERS

COMY

...

Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you- cut

MISS A. MliGLER

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW

LIVERY

Heater ftlll
mm

all

I

ill
-

Winter Millinery, including
colored Ostrich tips and
plumes at

.

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?

y

on

Habit

Aliioj
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Stamped
silks and etc. etc. etc'
Linen-Embroider-

Mr,, and '.Mrs. J. W'jaqUson. of Denver are guests at the- Palace.
J. H. Hicks president of the First
National Bank of Santa Rosa, is in
Las Vegas.
,
C. B. Seaman of Moriarty is in. the
He
city today purchasing supplies.
is a guest of the Corouado.
Mrs. F. M. Fish of California left
this morning for Embudo, where she
is a teacher in the school.
If you are tnriltyy you have some of your money left over.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Appel of El Paso
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
are guests at the Normandie. They
came to the city for a visit.
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
M. R. Norton, who hails from St.
to a few dimes or nickels
reached here last night, and Is
Louis,'
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
at the Palace hotel. ,
a
sojourner
into
a
sum.
grow
good large
John J. Reese of Pittsburg, Kansas,
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
is in the cjty on business. While here
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
he
may be found at the Normandie.
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
J. B. Morris, a Denver business
.
you a chance to grasp your, next opportunity.,
man, has his name on the Hotel Claire
register. He arrived here last night.
Karl H. Vesper, who hails from tha
great city of San Francisco, is here on
; Why it just means making a man of you.
business and a sojourner at the Palace.
Making you free to do as you wish.
A. G. Pollock, of Washington, D. C,
Making you and your family happy and contented.
is in the city on business connected
with the Indian service He is at the
Claire
L. C. Ilfeld, a Las. Vegas business
THE UNITED STATES BANK AND TRUST
man, Is interviewing Santa Fe busi- ness men today. He has a room at
pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.
the Claire.
A. A. Jones, J. D. Hand and J, H.
Hicks of Las Vegas, left Tuesday for
3SS2SE332
the Hicks Ranch in the southern part
of the territory.:
Mrs. A. J. Abbott, wife of Judge A.
J. Abbott, was called yesterday to
Primero, Colo., on account of the ill- ness of her sister.
Dr. M. D. Welsh of Pines, on the
Jemez national forest reserve, is here
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE
SINGLE
professional business and has a
H4CKS..BUGGIES.
room at the Claire.
John I. Reese of Pittsburg, Kansas,
was in he city today stopping at the
Normandie en route to Stanley, where
he will make his home.
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Julian Sena and Leandro Sena,
of Punta, Iowa, are visiting their
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.
brother. County Clerk Apolonio A.
Sena at Las Vegas.
Alfred J. Cohn, a commercial,, traveler, with headquarters in Denver, is
here interviewing Santa Fe merchants.
He stopped at the Claire.
John M. Brennen, of Cuba, arriyed
in the city yesterday and registered
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
at the Coronado. Mr. Brennen is in
the forest service as ranger.
,
wh
you ftrlke this establishment.
Judge A. J. Abbott, special attorney
We handle nothing but
for the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico,
D. & It.
FIR8T-CLASFLOUR AND FEED started this riiorning on the
i
G. to Taos on official business.
TriniD.
Tlose who have dealt with us don't
Mr. and Mrs. E.
Torey left
have to be told how excellent our spe- dad Wednesday
for
Albuquerque
cialties are: And those who don't where Mr. Torey has accepted a posiknow out flour and feed are losing tion with the Albuquerque Citizen; ,
C. A. Hernandez, a merchant of Ojo
something every day they remain unare one of these Caliente, arrived in the city yesterday
acquainted. u
you should give us a trial order at with his son, whom he placed in school
once.
here.
They registered at the Normandie.
Sole Agency For
Mrs. John Becker, jr., who has been
INTERNATIONAL 8TO"K FOOD
ivisiting her parents in Trinidad for
two months, has returned to her home
in Belen, accompanied by her little
son.
t
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
,,.
j
H. H. Shepperd, general agent, pasFLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, 8 ALT AND 8EEDS.
senger department of the Toledo, St.
The Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe. New Mexle.
Louis and Western and Chicago and
Alton railroads, office in Denver, is in
'
Albuquerque.
'Col. B. W. Dobson of Albuquerque,
a
attorney, is in town on
legal business and registered at the
Claire. R. S. Smith, also of the Duke
City, is with him.
David Benjamin, general manager
In Statuary,Pd,ncy China, Cbina Closets, Pictures,''
of the Harvey eating house system,
is in Lpj Vegas from his office in
Picture, Frames, Fancy Lamps and Toys V,
Kansas City. It is his first trip to the
southwest in a year.
H. A. Morteson and family arrived
yesterday from Sanford, Colorado, and
nroceeded todav to Arizona, where
they will make their future home.
IN OUR FURNITURE
They stopped at the Normandie.
SPECIAL PRICES
DEPARTMENT
iSeveriho Martinez, who is in the
FOR XMAS.
mercantile business at Black Lake,
Colfax county, arrived in the city yesCO!
terday on a business mission. He is
being entertained at the Claire.
J. T. Livingood of La Jara, Colorado, is in the city. Mr. Livingood is:
an experienced carpenter,' and came
He
to look into building conditions.
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Two Shows Daily, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m.
Admission
10c
Reserved Seats
20c
MATINEE.
Every Saturday at 3:30 p. m.
Adults
10c

hildren

6c

II
ens.

well-know- n

AND LATEST

f''--

Hi

SCO

n

AT

1908 CROP
ENGLISH

WALNUTS
and

.

ALMONDS

CHARLES WAGNER FURiNITURE
THE WEST. FOR THE WEST
Assurance

Denver Colorado.

Santa

Company

t.

Pairs

-

for

.

Two
Dollars

.

J$p

Catrpn Block

Among today's arrivals at the Normandie are Charles F. Strong, of Gro-toSouth Dakota, L. J. Fargo and
E. A. Hall of Randolph, South Dakota,
who are stopping in the city while
making a tour of the west. They will
proceed to California. -

mother, wife
a little time to
enjoy the pleasures of Life by
'5
investing in the -

The New Mexicrin Printing com.
pany ban on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for Bcbool
wort, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in Dook form.

Better than the ordinary' hose
at same price.

IbrMeivJ

Womea

vWfetts

Agency for Santa Fe

juous
SArTCA

'

Im

fe new Mexico!

PEARS,
APPRIC0TS
PLUMS

New Figs

I

It Is an admitted tact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best revultsare
obtained' by advertising
the New
'

.Mexican.
'

.''.

subscribe for the Bally New
can and get the, newt,

Mexi'

Toys, Trains, Magic Lanterns.

Rockaway Horses,
Girls.
Story Books for Boys and Press
New Copyrights just off the
Pyrography Good- ready to burn
Novellties
Art
Japanese
Cut Glass
Sterling & "47 Rogei.s Silver
Work
Mexican & Japanese Drawn
.
Fine Scarfs
Sets, Shaving Sets, Cigar
Pipe
- Humldores
Victor & Edison Phonographs

Xmas Tree Decorations
Xmas Box Stationery
Xmas Package Perfumes
Xmas "ITather Tucks" Post Cards
Silk Umbrellas. Silk Kamonaf.
'Dorothy Dainty" Riubous, Single
or Sets
Ladies band Bags and Music Rolls
New "Madona" Art Pictures
Coral Beads and fine Dress Combs
Rickor Walking Canes,
Linen Table Centers, Hand
etc. etc. etc,

visit the "RACKET STORE"
Out of town Folks Should not Fall to
when making Xmas purchases
Our Stock Complete and no other Store In the Southwest has ever
attempted to make such Bargain Prices on Holiday Novelties.

H

TABLE RAISINS

THE RACKET STORE

SEEDED RAISINS
and

n,

$M2

Milled

PEACHES,

Rev. I. Van Deller of 1804 South
Emerson street, Denver, returned,
home today. He arrived last evening:
from a trip to, Las Vegas and Maxwell City. Rev. Mr. Van Deller is a!
Reformed
church clergyman.
He,
stopped at the Claire hotel.

BER6ERE, Manaocr for New Mexico

Six

EVAPORATED

registered at the Normandie.
Isidoro Sandoval passed through Las
Vegas Tuesday en route from Albuquerque to Kansas City, where he will
sell a thousand head of sheep. He
has sold a total of 25,000 head of
sheep during the season just closing.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Fe, N. Mi

1908 CROP

;

The Colorado Jlational Life

A. M,

Dolls. Doll Houses, DoU Carts,

PRICE MAKERS

CURRANTS

C

I

TEO

N

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

ss
O. C.WATSON

C. A. BISHOP.

O. C WATSON & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE U. S. FIDELITY

SWEET CIDEK

uliieco
IMS !f.

&

GUARANTY CO OF BALTIMORE MD.

tlie bond wn,cn you will be required to
LET ?sgiveurn,sh
on the 1st day of January next, if elected to

lj
RATES
.

WE WHITE THE BONDS HERE

some county position.
'
IN OUR OFFICE

WRITE
OR

TELEPHONE
US

ARE LOW AND YOU ARE FREE FROM EMBARRASSING
OBLIGATIONS WHEN YOU FURNISH A SURETY BOND.

f how r.
,

,

(d)

',,

a little Fir

Insuranc

Flrtl arc frt

quent and it doesn't cost much to carry it.

'
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tiANTA JfE,

illiMUA,

way of dosing a
the
Central Ifaildoad; Time Table
stomach, or f,timulat'n;j
flew
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
11 Hi A 1) Ul'
RKAD DOWN
Slioop first pointed cut this error. This
is why his prescription Dr Snoop's
2
NO.
Altitude
STATIONS
N6 1
MILKS
Restorative is direc'.ed entirely to the
cause of these ailments the weak in5 20 p tn
7,000
Ar.
Santa Kh
0
25 p in
side or controlling nerves. JL isn'; so
4 05 p III
6,060
Kennedy
22
3 26 p in
3 05 p in
"
difficult, says Dr. S'.ioop, to strengthen
41
Stanley
4 85 p m
"
2 22 p in
6,260
52
6 14 pm
a
1 55 P I"
weak Stomach, Heart or Kidneys, If
"
6.176
Mcintosh
til
5 40 p in
in
IMP
Lv.
one
Ar.
goes at it correctly. Kaon inside
6,140
KSTANOIA
1 00 P m
68
6 06 p ill
Ar.
Lv.
has- its controlling or inside
25
".
12
ni
p
6,125
organ
Williard
80
6 39 p 111
11 55 n m
6.210
Promeso
92
nerve.
7 09 p m
When these nerves fall, then
"
11
35
a
in
6,295
Kianca
99
7 28 p ill
10 45a lll
those organs must surely falter. These
6,475 '
Torraneo
U,y ,
116
Ar.
8 10 p
10 50 a in
Ar, 12 49 a in
Torrance
vital truths are leading druggists ev
2 13 a in
8 48 p in
l.v,
10 40 a 111
LV. 10 40 p III
7 Oi) a m
KfuiHiisUlty
9 SO p in
Ar.
to dispense and recommend
02
m
10
59
8
p
a
in
erywhere
St. IjOuIk
7 05 p ni
7 65 a in
"
9 00 p 111
11 30 p III
CliiciiK') '
fl BO a m
Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Test it a!
11 45 a in
"
20
6
111
1
P
15
in
p
Jfll Paso
Ar.
5 60 p hi
, 8 00 a m
few days and see! Improvement will
Exclusive
promptly and surely follow. Sold by
reserved.
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths
of the various Stripling, Burrows & Co.
agency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable Information to travelers,
FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
free upon application.
(Notice for Publication.)
markets.
frtighi servics to and from all Eastern and Western
Department of the Interior.
LYNC.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
'CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
November 17th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Higinio
Martinez, son of Jose Maria Martinez
y Sandoval, of Santa Fe, N. M,, who,
on October 12th, 1903, made Homestead Entry No. 7G75 (02541), for S
1111.
Section
SW
NW
and N
11
17 N., Range 10 E., N.
2G, Township
M.. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inFive year
tention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, at Santc Fe. N. M., on the
24th day of December, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: DavN. M.,
id Rodriguez, of Santa Fe
Simon Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan
Lujan, of Santa Fe, jN. M.; Matias
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
The
weak

tyxico

Moi-lart-

"

M.

TininininniintfHfWTfwiininininininiiiininin
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111
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Copyright. 190S, by T. C. McClure.J
The cute Mr. Davis figured out that

to get safeiy away with a fortune belonging to some one else he must make
himself ail over. He must wipe himself out and create a new character,
It was a matter requiring a good deal
of consideration. One slip in the programme and the whole machinery
would be thrown out of gear. When
taking his position he had a fine mustache and a pair of whiskers, lie cultivated them and let them grow at
length. He had prominent ears, and
he made them more prominent by
combing bis hair in a new way. Ills
speech was naturally brisk and contained a slight lisp. He cultivated the
briskness and the lisp. He had bushy
eyebrows that met In the middle. He.
called special attention to them as a
heritage from u strong race.
In the two years and a half that the
cute Mr. Davis was getting ready for
his grand coup he learned to speak
the German language of a professor.
He gave a wroug name, lied about his
occupation and let it be understood
that he was going to Germany as
agent for an American machinery
house. He managed in one way and
another to become better acquainted
with the country for fifty miles around
than any drover or peddler. Through
a second party he bought a log house
and a few acres of land iu a poor
farming district where settlers were
far between and let it be understood
that a German professor was to occupy It In time to make experiments
in chemistry of the soils and iu geology. Iu his own room he donued certain garments and posed before his
FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
mirror. His brisk speech in English
(Notice for Publication.)
became a sort of drawl in German.
In place of his" perfect gait he culti- -'
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. vated a slight limp. He learned someNovember 17th, 1908.
thing of the rudiments of chemistry
Notice is hereby given that Simon and geology. Ho knew what chemLujan, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on icals to buy to stain his face and hands
He
October 12th, 1903, made Homestead-Entry-, and give him a swarthy look.
SW knew what change would come about
No. 7676 (02542), for S
disNW 4 Section when his whiskers and mustache
Sec. 26 and N
appeared.
35, Township 17 N., Range 10 E., N.j
Mr. Davis would have to ride fifty
M., P. Meridian, has filed notice of
miles to his retreat when his coup
intention to make Final Five year came off. He could
go by any one of a
Proof, to establish daim to the land dozen trains, but lie shook his head.
above described, before Register or Before the event was
ready he had
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the bought a horte and buggy and knew
24th day of December, 1908.
every foot of the road. He had hired
Claimant names at witnesses: Dav- a room under another name in a differid Rodriguez, of Santa Fe, N.. M., Si- ent part of the city, aud what he needmon Vigil, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Juan ed for the metamorphosis was there
Lujan, of Santa Fe, N. M.; Matias days in advance of the event. The
programme was gone over again and
Martinez, of Santa' Fe, N. M.
ugaiu. There was no flaw 'in it. The
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
cute Mr. Davis would disappear off
the face of the earth some day, and
Muscular Pains Cured.
how the smart detectives were to con"During the summer of 1903 I was nect Professor Schmidt with the late
troubled with muscular pains in the
cashier was more than he could give
instep of my foot," says Mr. S. Ped- them credit for. He tried hard
enough,
times1
"At
it because that was his
lar, of Toronto, Oont.
destruction or
was so painful I could hardly walk.
but he had to pronounce his
Chamberlain's Pain Balm was recom- salvation,
programme
simply perfection.
mended to me, so I tried it and was
The great day came at last. The
completely cured by one small bottle. cashier went to the bank with the larI have since recommended
it to sevdeposit for years that is. a coupe
eral' of my friends, all of whom speak gest
set him down at the bank, but ten
highly of it." For sale by all
minutes later he was out on the walk
and hurrying away. He reached his
rooms, changed into his disguise and
The Ron Ton restaurant Is now un then shaved himself. Then his eyeder the manasement of Hugh F.
brows were thinned out, his hair combwho has bought out tne interest ed according to programme, and the
of John V. Conway. It will be know., cute Mr. Davis drew a long breath and
hereafter as trie Capital Cafe and a said to himself that he defied all the
specialty will be made of both short detectives on earth to identify him.
orders and regular meals. It is Mr. The rest was (lead easy. A German
DuVal's intention to give Santa Fe a who spoke broken English drove out of
town behind a gentle horse, and no
restaurant.
strictly first-clas- s
one gave him any attention or cared
A Personal Appeal.
whither he went. At the country inns
If we could talk to you personally where he put up no one had any curiabout the great merit of Foley's Honey osity about him. When he reached his
and Tar, for coughs, colds and lung house lie found that his nearest neightrouble, you never could be induced to bor was two miles distant and a Rusat that.
experiment with unknown preparations sian .lew
cute
Mr. Davis had figured that
The
that may contain some harmful drugs.
his dropping out of sight would create
no
costs
Tar
and
you
Foley's Honey
more and has a record for forty years a sensation. He was right. For the
hours it was thought
first twenty-fou- r
of cures. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
he
might be the victim of foul play.
Co.
Then the bonding company began to
hustle for other clews. The regular
wed-una
ne
earns
v?e
Engraved
police were called In. and the reward
ding invitations a specialty at the New offered
brought scores of private deone
office.
An
standMexican Printing
into the game. Inside of three
tectives
ing in need of such will do well to,
had settled down to
everybody
days
samcall at this office and examine
belief that it was a case of "skip,"
the
ples, style of work and prices.
and all work being done was based on
that theory. Never was there a hotter
More people are taking Foley's Kidhunt for an embezzler. If Mr. Davis
ney Remedy every year. It Is consid- had committed murder the chase would
ered to be the most effective remedy not have been half as vigorous. Withfor kidney and bladder troubles that in a week the whole United States was
medical science can devise. Foley's on the watch for him, and copies of
Kidney Remedy correct? irregularities, that photograph with the whiskers
tissues and restores were flying about like leaves in a gale.
builds up worn-ou- t
lost vitality. It will make you feel At the end of a month the army of dewell and look well. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s tectives had to turn in their reports
Co.
with the words "No clew" attached.
It was believed that the criminal had
It is an admitted tact that real es- escaped to a foreign country.
The cute Mr. Davis, alias Professor
tate, financial men and merchants all
eay that quickest and best rewiltsare Schmidt, figured on making use pf his
the New retreat for n number of months and
obtained by advertising
Mexican.
then assuming some other guise In
All
some othfr part of the country.
BIDS FOR LEGISLATIVE PRINTING went well with him for a number of
1909.
weeks, and then one day a rough-hea- d
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the of a boy who was hunting for a lost
Secretary, Santa Fe, N. M., Decem- calf approached the house to ask for
Information and heard a man singing
ber 9, 1908.
Bids in triplicate accompanied by a a song In good old fashioned Engoccu(bond in the sum of $500.00 for print-- , lish. He had been told that the
was a German. He went away
pant
Governor's
and
Bills
the
Message,
ing
Laws and Journals in book form fori and reported ids "find." and it got to
n
the 38th Legislative Assembly of New the ears of constable, and from thencee
sheriff
and the detectives, and
to
the
Mexico to order of the 'Secretary will
cute Mr. Davis was
the
week
later
3
office
until
o'clock
be received at this
of
his
out
burrow, Identified
P. M December 23, 1908, at which dragged
is today serving the
and
awhile
after
time they will be opened in the pres- state on
sentence. He was
ence of the bidders. The printing to over two tenyear
up a pro-- ,
building
years
be done at the S'eatpt. government una
and
without
flaw,
yet a boy
gramme
der the personal supervision of the who could not read or write or tell
Secretary. Specifications, samples of the time of day knocked It lnto a
paper, etc., may be seen at this office. cocked bat ia half an hour.
NATHAN JAFFA,
M. QUAD.
Secretary of New Mexico.
2
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SCHEDULE

In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
Ilea Moines!

No. 1.
DAILY
10 00
10 12
10 35
10 50
11 05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
5 30
8 50
84 15
4 45
4 55

a. m.
a. m.
a. in.
a. in.
a. m,
a, m
a. in.
p. m.
p. in.
p. m.
p. ni.
p. m,
p in.

16

20
25
81
42

Arr.
Lv.

49
42
49
58
56
68
77

60
6 IS
6 35
7 08

,.

Dednian
Capullii

11

!I6

RATON N M
Clifton House Junction

'
(1

"

Arr.
Lv.
Lv.

"

7
13
23
20
83
41

'

M

"
"
Colfax
"
Cerrososo
Lv.
Arr
CIMARRON N, M.
Arr.
Lv.
Lv
N. M,
Nash
"

86
89
94

10

Thompson
Cunningham
Clifton House Junction

49
45
38
32
29
24
18
7

Arr,
Lv.
"
"
"

,,

Preston
Koehler
Koehler Jnct,

83

7. 23
7. 45

Raton

NM.

Lv, Ties Moines,
Runialdo,

1

No 2
DAILY

Miles From

STATIONS.

Harlan
Ute Park

5
6
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
12
12
811
11
11

tlO
9
9
7
7
7
7

50
63
69

'

30 p, m.
15 p. m.
55 p. in.
35 p. in.
25 p. m.
55 p. ni.
30 p. m.
55 p. in.
30 p. Ill
25 p. m.
05 p. m.
40 a. ni.
06 a' m.
15 a. m.
15 a. 111.
43 a. ni.
25 a. in.
60 a. in.
40 a. m.
25 a. in.
00 a. m.

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
6:15 p. m.
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
9:55 a. m.
N. M.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
Moines
Des
at follows:
from
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
TracK connection with A. T.
&
& S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
M.
N.
at
Northwestern Ry.
Cimarron,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black La'rs,
and
Taos
River
Twining.
Red
de
Ranches
Taos,
City,
Questa,
M

2,

J. van HOUTEN;

J. DE0MVN,

V.

Superintendent
RATON,

N-

-

Dres. and Gen

W. A. GORMVN,
Mgr- Gen- Pass- Agen
-

-

RATON.

RATON. N. M.

M.

Going

-

N-

-

to EI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

at

At Torrance

Be in El Paso

11:10 A. M.

at 5:30 P.M.

n 11 n i

jSfe Cute Mr. Davis

-

1-- 4

2

2

4

1-- 2

1--

i

n

V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

DIRE GT

UTE

:TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah aad Nevada; to Denver
Onlnrado S Drinks aad Pueblo is' Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway I
Through the fertile ban Lais valley, Also to the San

'

of Colorado.
For information as to rates,
literature, etc., call on or address

Juan country
'
8.

K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.

Denver, Colo.
--

J

raTwmnriTTinni

"XOHEN ia

v V thing on

in

service, descriptive
,F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

TBrnBnTwwMi

fleed of any- -

Earth

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It uilf positively brino results

ty a

FfUTEAl

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
M. R. Norton, St. Louis; Mr. and
Mrs. J. Wi Jackson, Denver; Karl H.
Vesper, San Francisco.
Claire.
E. W. Dobson, R. S. Smith, Albuquerque; J. B. Morris, Denver; H. C.
llfeld, Las Vegas; C. A. Hernandez
and son, Ojo Caliente; Severio Mar
tinez, Black Lake; H. A. Brown, Monte
Vista; A. G. Pollock, Washington, D.
C; Phillip E. Dodd, Atlanta, Ga.; E.
O. Graham, Kansas City; A. Grimett,
Chicago; J. J. Keller, St. Louis; Al
fred J. Cohn, Denver;
Ivan Deller,
Denver; Dr. M. D. Welsh, Pines.
Normandie.
A. Appel and wife, El Paso; J. Stan
ley, Kansas City; Manuel Roybal, Pug- nace; R. Martinez, J. T, Livingood, La
Jara, Colo.; H. A. Mortensen and famColo.; John I. Reese,
ily, Sanford,
Pittsburg, Kan.; J. C. Merino, Tucson;
Alfred Alarid, Albuquerque; Miss Lus-it- a
Diaquceo, Trinidad; Harvey Glass
and Wife, Pueblo.
Coronado
C. B. Seamon, Moriarty; Ramon S.
Trijillo,' Pojuaoue; John M. Brennen,
Cuba; Harry Newman, .Alamosa.

1908.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Tvodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

ular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
N. L. KING.

'

Master

Worthy

ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.

'tssasssi

.

,

SunU Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular con-

Hew

vocation second Monday
of each month at Ma
eonlc Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN. Secretary.
Santr, Fe Commandary
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave
fourth Mon.
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
'

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree,
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Ilonday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, 'south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,

Beware of Frequent Colds.
of colds or a protracted cold is almost certain to end in
chronic catarrh, from which few persons ever wholly recover. Give every
cold the attention it deserves and you
may avoid thia disagreeable disease.
How can you cure a cold? Why not
Secretary
try Chamberlain's Cough Remedy? It
U. P. O. E.
Mrs. M.
is highly recommended.
White, of Butler, Tenn., says: "SevSanta Fe Loflge No. 460, B. P. C. ft
eral years ago I was bothered with my
throat and lungs. Someone told me bolds its regular session on the sec-n-d
and fourth Wednesdays of each
I
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
month.
me
at
Visiting brothers are Invited
relieved
and
it
began using it
once. Now my throat and lungs are and welcome.
T. P. GABLE,
sound and well." For gale by all
Exalted Ruler
J. D. SENA.
Saflretarv
The New Mexican Printing com
of
pany has on hand a large supply
pads and tablets suitable for school For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum.
The intense itching characteristic of
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
these
We
ailments is almost instantly 'aland merchants; good everywhere.
(rill sell them at 6 cents in hook form. layed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
severe cases have been cured by It.
For sale by all druggists.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
A succession

Perfect Fitting "Elaitic

i

Boolc-caie-

s

are the only ones which successfully
adapt themselves to the condition of
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
made in two lengths, 34 and 25ji inch
kind of sectional book-cas- e
in
distinct
and
three
types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
lengths,
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.
We will call and measure any space
in your house and give you the exact
cost in nny finish you may select.
New Mexican Printing uom- Fe, N. M.

Du-Va- l,

,

10,

i
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESE DAY8

1

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journey via
t,he S. P. C. and E. P. fe S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over

1Bo
Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
20c.
Inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15s.
Or,e-lin- e
25c
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
t5e.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines. on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-haInch Inch In slz, we charge for one
Inch or fraction.
line for each one-haOne-lin- e

2

2

2

lf

lf

DATES,. ETC.

'$

.

any town and darts for
Dater
month, day and year In
Ledger
Dater
line
Regular
Definance Model Band Csicr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
Local Dater

60q

.50
.35

...............

Fac-Smit-

.............
...................

e

SELF-INKIN-

i
L

w!

10 cents; 2x3
55 cent,5 3 1"46

STAMP

G

15
4

J9EV7 PJEXICA14

1.50
1.50

PADS,

cents; 2
50 cents;

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

i.BO

25
2,

cents; 2
75 cents.

'
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COME TO

GO TO

WILLARDJEW MEXICO.
Ttif

COin

liVE

CITY

OF

THE

EH

BELE1

MEXCO.

VAILFY.
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
THE CITY OF WILLARD destined
laid out in the fall of IPOp
It is ihwTorraoce County New Mexico
line
of tno
on
main
1000
lies
the
a thriving city of nearly
innabitants. It
&
and
east
Santa
Fe
west
frouj
Atchison, Topeka
Railway system, running'
all
Central
and
Fe
to
California
the
Santa
Railway
running
Chicago
points
from Sdnta Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Graudo
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its'
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipDiag and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation;

UUUAiLU UN BtLtN UUI-SANTA Ft nT."

ret

VAV

Ur

U

-

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line-othe Santa Fj
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City,
and points East to San
Francisco.. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80 and
t
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and puoiic park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing $16, 000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Helen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up, to date modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and
hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great conmercial railroad'Jcity in the near future cannot be
f

70-foo-

estimated.

ZSSEESS3M3iB33aBa ISOaEEE

1

THE WILL1ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE BELEN

TOWN AND 1MPR0VEA1ENT
COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

WILLARD TOWISI

.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sol4 "with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TOWNSITE

BELERS

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SATA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

.

:

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres
WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
:

:

INFORMATION

: APPLY

TO

:

:

OF THE SAILOR

That Is Used by Uncle
Sam's Bluejackets.

The Lingo

MANY

QUAINT

EXPRESSIONS.

's
Man May Be a
"Snowdigger" or a "Sloper," but He
Uses the Language of Every Other
Sailor.

The

Man-of-war-

There is a language that is neither
English nor American, down east tor
southern, western nor Yankee. It is
Just sailors' lingo.
No matter what part of the country
may be tha birthplace of a bluejacket
or what his language at home, sooner
or later he uses the language of every
other sailor.
To the civilian a conversation be
twpon two bluejackets about his lif
on shipboard is hardly intelligible. Tbo
Mher day on the water front two sailors were overheard talking, says ' the
fian Francisco Bulletin.
'"Oh, he's nothing but a beach comber. He was run up for breaking it one
and got sent to the pie wagon,'.' said
one of them.
"I heard he got six months and a bob
before he come here," replied the other.
A small boy standing near asked
what all those things meant. The sailors were in a good humor and explained.
" 'Beach comber, lad? Why, that's a
fellow who hangs around a saloon
Ashore and never, wants to work.
'Breaking it' is staying overtime on
shore, and 'run up' is brought to the
mast for offenses. The 'pie wagon' is
the place where they put prisoners, and
six months and a bob' is sentenced to
elx months in prison and given a dishonorable discharge."
There are many other terms and expressions that do not show their meaning on the surface.
A "rookie" is a recruit. A man who
"ships over" enlists again. A man who
Is on the report for mast call is "down
for a chance." Canned beef is known
as "canned Willie," and a bottle of
liquor is a "dog." All things lost on
shipboard are put in a room called the
,"lucky bag." An honorable discharge
Is "a big ticket,", and desertion by a
sailor is "jumped." When the mall ar-,
1 i
Atat riven uu uuuru nuu is
leuuj lui uiombution "mailo" is the cry which carries
the news. A ship's carpenter Is called
"chips." a coppe.smlth "coppers," n
blacksmith "blacky" nnd the chief of
the engineering department "the chief."
When a ship is traveling at sea it Is
"seagoing," and if it hurries it is "mak- - v
tng knots." A. prison on shore is a
.

'

'

ds

d

THE BELEN TOWN &. IMPROVEMENT CO.

New Mexico.

Willard,
SAG

One-thir-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

:

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
4
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
may remain on note, with mortgage as security," for
purchase money, cash. Two-thir8 per cent interest thereon.
with
one year,

"stone frigate.'' When a man is disrated to a lower rating he is "busted:"
when Jie deserts and voluntarily gives
himself up within a period of six
months he is a straggler: when he is
sitting next the dealer in a friendly
game of "draw" he is "under the
gun;" when he la continually quoting
the naval regulations he has "swallow- '
ed the blue book." and when he thinks
he knows more about the blue book
than the captabi he is a "sea lawyer."
"Pipe down" means in American
slang "shut up." 'Tut in his oar" is
"butt in." "Shove off, Jack." Is a hint
to move on. When a man Is dishonorably discharged he gets a "straight
kick." A sailor who draws more pay
"draws more water." One who talks
too much "blows off at a low pressure."
Wednesfay afternoon, when the crew
overhaul their clothing, is "rope yard
Any part of the United
Sunday."
States is called "God's country," and
the man from the eastern coast is a
"snowdigger," while his brother tar
from the west Is called "sloper." The
duty of calling the men In the morning
falls to the master at arms; and ha
says "show a leg" or "rise np and
When a man has had no
shine."
night watch and gets up in the morning with a good appetite it Is "all
night in and beans for breakfast."
One of the more familiar sea terna3
Is "caught arab," meaning caught aa
oar in the water. When a sailor has
several enlistments to his credit he la
called "a sea dog" or "an old salt."
A gentle hint from one sailor to another that he does not believe som6
thing which is being told to him is "tell
Is to
It to a marine." To
"slip over," and when more than hali
the enlistment is In a sailor Is "going
downhill."

"And we are only cracking the Sabbath now. are we. mamma?" inquired
Edwin.

Delineator.

man turns groat trcibles
into 'iH;e ones nnd little o'.ea Suit
jovift at all. Chinese Proverb.
A clever

In his office a man came In and said:
"'Mr. W., the livery stable keeper
tricked me shamefully yesterday, and
I want to be even with him.'
"'State your case,' said D.
" 'I asked him how much he'd charge
me for a horse to go to Richmond. He
I took the
said half a sovereign.
I
back
he said
came
when
and
horse,
he wanted another half sovereign fo?
coming back and made me pay it.'
"D. gave his client some legal advice, which he immediately acted upon,
as follows: He went to the livery
stable keeper and said, 'How much
will you charge for a horse to Wind-

The Irritating Mississippi.
The Mississippi Id the greatest Irritant in the United States, its fickleness, conscious power and taunting
eddies bring oaths' to the lips of the
most respectable and law abiding residents along its lower course. The
greatest admirers of the river, the people who slug its praises with the most sor?
emphasis, are the ones who go off on
"The man replied, A sovereign.'
a tangent of temper quickest when
"Client accordingly went to Wind(bey find a new caving of river bank sor, came back by rail and went to the
headed tovyurd the newest and most
livery stable keeper, saying:
"" 'Here is
expensive levee, 'built to protect trreat
your money,' paying him a
while just across the
plantations,
sovereign.
stream rise worthless bluffs and useless
"'Where is ray horse?' said W.
sand bars. Talk to a Mississippi river
"'He's at Windsor,' answered the
'
man shanty boater, pilot, raftsman, client. 'I h'red him
only to go to Winplantation owner or city merchant and dsor'sPearson's Weekly.
he will brag about the river wonders
Its bigness charms 11 in nnd makes him
A Wide Range.
feel large and elated.
Bring him
When the surgeon who happened to
around to his own expediences with foe
spending a night at Bushby Inn had
it, and suddenly a shade of resentment set the broken leg of the weather
crosses his face as he vect Us a shanty foeaten
stranger who was the chief vicboat wrecked by a cyclone, a steamtim of an automobile accident the
boat snagged, a raft torn up in some patient looked up at him anxiously.
bend, a plantation undercut and washSee here, doc," he said in a husky
ed away or a season's trade spoiled by voice, "I haven't got much of any
an overflow and crevasse.
money. Would you take out your fee
"We love the river, damn it!" is a In trade?"
literal expression. R. S. Spears in At"Yes, I guess so," said the surgeon
lantic.
cheerfully. "What Is your trade?"
"WeTl, I've got a number of things
A Queer Test.
,
,
I can do soon as Vm on my feet
The grocer said to the applicant:
said the patient. "I can hang
Show again,"
"Your references are good.
window blinds, or I can put on lightaae your style of weighing out five
ning rods, or I can play the cornet.
pounds of sugar. There's the scales."
aDd I an do 'em nil first rate, if I'm
The applicant wreathed his face in the one to
His Office Hours.
say it, doc." Youth's ComPat, a miner, after struggling tot, the amiable smile all salesmen wear panion.
disyears in a western mining district, and weighed out the .sugar with
too
on
He
and
accuracy.
put
In
was
about patch
Women Oyster Gatherers.
finally giving up
despair,
The work of oyster collecting and
tOfturn his face eastward when sud- little sugar at first; he added gently a
balculture is most unsuitable for women,
denly he struck it rich. Soon aftei-war- d full half pound before the scale
he was seen strutting along, anced.
but in France, owing to its tedious
"You'll do," said the grocer. "You
dressed In fine clothes. One day an
it does not appeal to men. Often
understand the scale trick. It is plain from an early hour In the morning till
old friend stopped him, saying:
"And how are you, Pat? I'd like tc that you learned your trade in the late into the evening Jhe women are
thorough old school way.
talk to you."
up to their knees in water,
"I standing
"Yes, sir," the other answered.
Pat stretched himself proudly.
with a strong sun beating down 011
"If you want to talk to me I'll sea learned in the country, and almost my them. The result Is that never a year
rou in me office. I her an office now. first lesson was that in weighing. You passes without some of them going
and me hours Is from a. m. in the must add. add, add, till the beam tips, mad and having to be hurried away
because all that adding pleases the cus- to the
tnornln' to p. m. in the afternoon."
asylums. The work Is well paid,
tomer
seems to him almost like a gift. as.
Christian
Advocate.
Northwestern
Indeed, it ought to be, while in the
But if, on the contrary, you substract case of the few who own beds the
from
the quantity on the scale the profits' are large, and small fortunes
,
or
Break.
Crack
Edwin and his mother went for a customer is affected in the opposite are quickly amassed.
walk Sunday afternoon. Coming to a way you seem to be robbing him. He
tree of cherries, the mothef bent a goes away convinced that you are a
Jessie.
low limb so that the little fellow stingy cheat." New Orleans
Jt is related that when the young
could pick some. Seeing some fine ones
man who afterward became General
higher up, he begged to be allowed to
Fremont ran away with and married
Beaten at His Own Game.
climb the tree. "Oh, no." said his
Tom Benton, the great senJessie,
"A few days since," relates a solicit-or.J.'mother, "that would be breaking .the
terrible threats of what he
made
ator,
Iwas sitting with my friend D. would;
Sabbath."
do tp- the. young, manv, Ha
'

st

.

WM. M. BERGER' Secretary.

JOHN BECKER, President

;

na-tcr- e,

Times-Democra-

as

-

t

would give him roasts and bullets, nnd
so on. To nil of which Mrs. Benton
"You had better
qu.ly remarked. dear."
him Jessie, my
1

Man.
.Tobson Las done the
He
I ever hoard of.

A Mean

M"dlcal Man

meanest

thi'--

FURNISHED rooms, 181 Palace Ave.

WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
came to my hnnse the other night, ata R.
J. Palen, 231 East Palace avenue.
a big dinner, got Indigestion nnd then
cured.
be
to
doctor
vwt to another
FOR SALE Good upright piano
at Wagner Furniture company
nquire
is
thut
all
of
wasted
The most
days
store.
not
has
one
on
whi
'h
laughed
day

Mrs. McRaney's Experience.
Mrs. M. McRaney, Prentiss, Miss.,
writes: "I was confined to my bed
for three months with "kidney and
bladder trouble, and was treated by
two physicians, but failed to get relief. No human tongue can tell how
I suffered, and I had given up hope
of ever getting well until I began
taking Foley's Kidney Remedy. After
taking two bottles I felt like a new
person, and feel it my duty to tell
suffering women what Foley's Kidney
Remedy did for me." Sold by Stripling-Burrows

Co.

TO AND FROM fiOSWELL.
mrde with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
utomoblle learea Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives a'. Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar-

!

FOR RENT Large nicely furnished
room, modern conveniences.
For par-

ticulars address this
FOR SALE

A

office.

second-han-

steam

d

boiler in good condition. It will bo
disposed of at very low price. Apjly
to the New Mexican Printing

FOR

The modern seven-roomeGrant Avenue, ocon
cottage
cupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
at the New Mexican office.
RENT

d

For That

Dull Feeling After Eating.
"I have used Chamberlain's Stomach1 '
and Liver Tablets for some time, and
can testify that they have done m&
more good than any tablets I haver
ever used. My trouble was a heavy,
dull feeling after eating." David Freerives at Torrance at' 10 p; m. The fare man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tabjetween Santa Fe and Torrance is lets strengthen the stomach and im$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros- prove the digestion. They also regu-- -'
well, $10. Reserve seats on automo- late the liver and bowels. They are.
bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager far superior to
pills but cost no more.
Vutomobile Line.
Get a jfree sample at all druggists and-se- e
what a splendid medicine it Is,
Guilty of Counterfeiting.
Passing counterfeit money is no The seals and record!
noworse than substituting some unknown taries nubile for sale took for
bv tha
worthless remedy for Foley's Honey Mexican
company at very
and Tar, the great cough and cold rem- reasonablePrinting
rates. Seals for incomes
edy that cures the most obstinate ated companies are also handled. Call
coughs and heals the lungs. Sold by at or address the New Mexican Print- Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
Ins company, Santa Fa. New Mexico,
C

WHY NOT GO THERE NOW
ro
Los Ansreles
San Diego 156.90

A
v lin

IWlTitiijM

San Francisco,

Return limit,
Stop-over- s

$66.90
6

months.
allowed.

.

Sea Santa F Ticket Agent, Catron Block
or at the Santa Fa Depot
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CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

CO.
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The weather yesterday was Ideal,
14; Union, Pacific, 184; Steel,
WILL OBSERVE FEAST
The maximum!
sunshiny and warm.
55; pfd., 113.
MINOR CITY TOPICS temperature was 52 degres at 1:55 p!
W11H CTTTIMP KITfcS
MONEY AND METALS.
'
,ni.; the minimum was 20 degrees at
New York, Dec. 10. Prime Mercan.3:50 a. m. The mean temperature Catholics Will Celebrate Friday in tile
(fx
paper, 3
money on call,
Honor of Our Lady of
for the day was 30 degrees or 5 de-easy,
WeaX
10.
Denver, Colo., Dec.
Guadalupe.
grees above the normal. Relative huNew York, Dec. 10. Lead easy;
thev forecast for New Mexico: N midity at 6 a. m. 60 per cent; rela
$1.22
copper steady,
in the 14
Fair weather tonight and Friday X tive humidity at 6 p. m. 74 per cent.
Saturday. will be observe
49
silver,
X
with stationary temperature.
making an average relative humidity parish of Guadalupe Catholic church
St. Louis, Dec. 10. 'Spelter, higher,
X for the
'
day of 67 per cent. Depth of tt8 1ne FeHst of Our Lady of Guaa- - 505.
snow on the ground at 6 p. m. 1.5 lul)e The services will begin Friday
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
See our line of Christmas Candies. inches. Lowest temperature last night
emilng with Vespers rft conducted
Dec. 10. Wheat Dec.' $1.-0- 2
McDonald's and Hughe's. Stripling,
Chicago,
o
m.
a.
ut'gieeh. iempe.auire at
bv Bishop' Bitavel.
Friday morning
$1.07
May,
28
Burrows & Co.
degrees.
today,
(there will be first mass at 6:30 and a
Corn Dec, 58
May, 62,
The Woman's Board of Trade will
The Glorieta Mercantile and Live- - h,Bh BOlenm mnsH ,,t 9:;lfl Father Gil.
Dec.
50
Oats
next
Hall
the
May, 53
whose
dance
a
in
slock
Library
company,
give
headquarters berton of Las Vegas vvlll officiate at
May, $16.27
are located near Glorieta, south San- - theHe ma88es with Fa,her Colen as1 Pork Dec. $14.42
Thursday night.
Werner Gibson, special agent in the ta Fe county, yesterday shipped 2,400 deacon and Father Corbett and Father
Lard Dec. $9.12
May, $9.47
Federal land office, went to Taos this head of sheep to Monte Vista, Colo., Hartman as
- The Very
Ribs Jan. $8.30; May, $8.57
where they will be fed for market The Rev, Fathei,
morning on official business.
Anthony Fourthegu will
WOOL MARKET.
H. C. Hontoya announces himself shipment was made over the Denver &
preach at g- -o in both English and
as a candidate for constable, subject Rio Grande railroad. The sheep were s,)anlsh. Bishop 'Bitaval 'will also be
St. Louis, Dec. 10. Wool unchanged.
to Republican primaries of Precinct 17. in good condition and had been graz-- , lh.esent,' it is expected that there will
CATTLE.
Attention of readers is called to the ing during the summer and fall about jbe many xi8itinR prlests from the dl.
Dec. 10. Cattle, 3,000;
Kansas
City,
change in the atl. of the Charles Wag- fifteen miles west of Albuquerque. 'Cese present, and assist in the solem-Th- e
Southern
steers, $3.405.50;
steady.
iswas
obtained
in
head.
$2.30 per
ner Furniture company
today's
price
nlt y of the, occasion.
The Santa Fe southern
cows, $2.25(04.00 ; stackers
M. w, labor, wno nas a store at wor- - band wi)1 be
sue.
present, and assist in the and feeders, $3.005.00; bulls, $2.40
there (tit. music;
Epimeno Archuleta was arrested lota nnil Is ill art tiofitninster
'
lor i.uu vespers tuj...
rima.y eveuiui,,
4.00; calves,
$3.506.50; western
last evening, and is in the county jail pervised the shipment
and at the 9:30 service Saturday morn- steers, $3,75(&'5.60; western cows, $2.50
on a charge of intoxication and disorAt the opera house tonight the jnf?
4.50.
,
change or pictures will again be all
derly conduct.
'5.000;
New
Sheep
Muttons,
steady.
features. The biograph films will be:
President Robt. Law of the
$4.005.00; lambs, $4.50G,75; range
Mexico Central railway was ill yes- "Two's Company, Three's a Crowd" PRESIDENT WROTH BANQUETS
HIS GRIDIRON HEROES wethers, $3.7505.75; fed ewes, $2.50
terday and today and confined to his and "A Spanish Romance." The Edi
Dec. 10. Dr. J. H.
Albuquerque,
"Ex-Co4.50.
n
Palace.
son film will be the latest,
apartments at the
of the
Two weeks from tonight will be vict No. 900," a story of the'release of !Wroth of the board of
f New Mexico tendered a Y
Christmas eve. The merchants of a convict from jail, his struggles to
last
banquet
evening at the Alvardo
of
stocks
have
excellent
Fe
Santa
lead an honest life and support his
hotel to the seventeen husky football
holiday goods, and they have some wife and child, until at last he con
who represented the university
very pretty window displays.
quers and gets them a good home. players
DurA. M. Sanchez, assistant territorial The song is "When the Frost Is on on the gridiron the past season.
FOR THE SICK
wrestseason
the
the
eleven
past
superintendent of education, has gone the Flowers." Let the children see ing
footfrom
ed
victory
Ana
Dona
every
collegiate
to his home at Mesilla,
these pictures at the Saturday matin the territory,' and only
SAN,lJc"IUM
county, to rest and recuperate. He inee. But one show Saturday night, ball team
went down to defeat once, and that at
will be absent, several days.
SANTA
after which the Fire Department RunFE, N. M.
the hands of the University of Aari-zonThe many friends of Marshal .Nich ning Team will give their dance.
'
$16 and up per week.
olas Sena are glad to see him able
The following registrations of out- At the close of a sumptuous feast
to be out again. Mr. Sena had a serihave
with
been
made
people
ous attack of appendicitis and nar- in the past three or four days at the toasts were given with Dr. Wroth as
Those present
rooms of the New Mexico Historical master of ceremonies.
rowly averted the surgeon's knife.
at the banquet were: Messrs. F, W.
John P. Wagner of Kansas City is society:
B. E. Jackson, Denver; Dr.
Clancy, Dr. J. H. Wroth, President W.
in the city on irrigation matters, and Mary E. Greene, Seattle, Washington
j
in consultation with officials at the J. W. Rigdon, Topeka, aKnsas; G. C. G. Tight, Prof. M. F. Angell, Prof. R.
F. Asplund, Prof. Clark, H. H.
office of the territorial engineer. Mr. Scott,
Charles
Hydro, Oklahoma;
Lawrence Lee, Edward Safford,
is
Wagner president of the Sacramento Strommell and wife, Dyer, Indiana; C.
Edward
Ross, Michael J. McGuiness, Made From Home Raise Pork
L.1
near
Goe-beValley Irrigation company
l
Lathrop, San Francisco; A. G:
and' wife, Monte Vista, Colorado; J. J. Saulsberry,' R. W. Ahrens, Wal
Will bo delivered to any
part
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F. Catherine A. Garber, Red Cloud, Ne- ter R. Allen, Gillette Cornish, H. E.
of the City. From 3 tbs up.
Marsh, Chalmers McConnell, Charles
will hold its regular weekly meeting braska; Cora A. Garber.
Douglas, WyLembke, Omer'Patton, J. Silva, Fred
this evening at Odd Fellows hall on oming; A. D.
Telephone No 148 Red
Baker, Hanover, KanWhite, Clark rwin, Lawrence L. Selva,
lower San Francisco street. Visiting sas; Phil Read, Chama; A. S.
MRS.
OTTO RETSCH.
Johnson, William Wroth. .;
Odd Fellows are cordially invited to
Alamosa; Xehna Gager, San Antonio,
be present. The annual election of of
Texas; Miss Elaine Griffin, Greenville,
ficers will take place.
S. C; Charles A. Richter, Estancia;
Four thousand five hundred sheep H. G. Curtis and
For Pure Cream and
wife, Seattle, Washwere loaded on Rio Grande cars yesington; James M. Rohan, Charles Mer'
We Comply with the
terday for shipment to Monte Vista. cer, M. A. Gill, St. Louis; E. Pyzel,
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Sylvester Bros, of the San Luis val- Colorado
Pure Food Laws.
Springs; M. C. Higgin-bothani- ,
84
Closing stocks Amalgamated,
ley purchased them near Bernalillo,
Oklahoma City; G. C. Mitch98
Atchison,
pfd.', 102
and will take them to ranches near
Telephone No 48 Red.
ell, Beloit, Kansas; T. T. Magee, Den- New York
117
Central,
Monte Vista for feeding.
Pennsyl
ver:' George L. Davis, Worcester,
Southern Pacific, 121
Benson
Newell,
deputy United Mass.; Capt. 'S. Davis, Galisteo; Al: vania, 130
States marshal left Albuquerque this
phoitso Hart, Washington, D. C. ; R.
morning for Golden, Colo., with Pablo K. Qdcll,, Charles
W. Odell,' Waterloo,
Labadel, a lad 16 years of age, who Iowa. ' "
was, sentenced to serve a year in the
Golden reformatory for stealing a letPRbGRAM COMPLETE
ter from the Alamogordo postoffice.
Tuesday afternoon fire caught 'in
FOR SCHOOL CONTEiT
the basement of the Presbyterian Mis
time-lsion school building and but for
Musical Selections Will In
discovery might have proven sert Splendid
Orations by Ambitious
tersperse
ous. The blaze which evidently caught
Students.
from the furnace, was- soon extinguished with a damage of only about
The program for the oratorical con
$10.
Train renort. for today: The trains test to be held in the high school audion the main line of the Santa Fe are torium Friday evening, has been comEight orations upon very
late; branch trains on time, but not pleted.
making connections: New Mexico Ceil timely and interesting subjects will
tral on time; Rio Grande three hours be given, interspersed with musical
numbers.
The program follows:
laK
Music, Trio, Reverie," Mrs. V. L.
T. Z. Winter this morning received
a telegram announcing the death of Bean, violin; Miss Virginia L. Bean,
his nephew, Clayton Paxton. at Xe collo; Miss Stella Bergere, piano.
Oration, "The Evolution of Our NaThe deceased was 24
vada, Iowa.
tion."
connected
and
had
of
bpen
years
age
Oration, "A Plea
with the auditor's department of the
Oration, "The Passing of the AmerXorhwestern railroad at Chicago. The
ican Indian."
cause of death, was typhoid.
Music, violin solo, Tzigane, Mazurka,
On account of the cold weather, it
has been found impossible to continue Roger Fisk.
Oration, "The Princely Dignity of
the concrete foundation of the new
American Farmer."
the
A
concrete
laid
was
of
armory.
layer
"The Influence of Music."
Oration,
at the very bottom, and now it is pror'ninrr" fy
Music,
duet, "Polka de Salon,"
piano
posed to continue the foundation with
brick instead of concrete.
The brick Mif?s: Maude Palmer and Miss Nellie
can be laid when the cold would not Harrison.
''',f!',
Oration, "Tainted Money."
admit, of placing concrete foundation.
"Giants."
Oration,
A score card has been found by a
j
Oration, "Are We' Fit for Statefriend of the late Benjamin Webb
hood?"
showing his scores in rifle practice
Music, violin solo, Mylnarski, Mawhen a member of Company D, 42d
Miss Virginia L. Bean.
zurka,
tl. S. colored volunteers, and also a
Decision of Judges.
card from the pension bureau acknowlAwarding of Medals.
edging the receipt of his discharge
The names of the contestants are:
papers as a volunteer in the Civil war. Frances
Esther Barry, Estella
The territorial board of education Bergere,-Ma- Barry,
Closson, Clinton Cran-dalwill meet, at the capital soon, either
Genevieve Harrison, Etta Moore
December 17 or 22, whichever date
and Boyd Winters. The winner will
seems to be most convenient for the
Santa Fe high school in the
The new "BQ" Columbia Graphophone is the one machine of
members.
Matters of school legisla represent
territorial contest before the teachers'
embodies the very points which have made the
its kind.
tion, the certification of teachers and' convention at
December
Albuquerque;
of the, Disc Graphophones.
success
Compact, convegreat
plans for institute work next year will 28.
is
an
new departu re
and
it
'
nient,
simple,
.shapely
entirely
of
the
time
the board.
occupy
'
;
.
in tn'kinif machine design.Two Mormon families consisting of
ALLEGED RIOT LEADER
Columbia
Aluminum
Tone
Arm
has
famous.
and
a
the
It
six grown persons and twelve children
i v
TAKEN BACK FOR TRIAL
directioa.
in
Bower
horn
any
swings
big
passed through the city yesterday en
'
i.'
route from a Mormon settlement in
Muskogee, Oklahoma, Dec. 10. Diaz
southeastern Utah. They said that
violating the
about 200 more Mormons, men, wom- Guifro, charged with
en and children, would soon follow neutrality laws as leader of the revo'
them as it was too cold for them In lutionists against the Mexican governType "BQ" on Easy Terms
'
ment in th-- Las Vegas riots several
Utah .
months ago, was taken back to San
Did you know we are headquarters
with a complete outfit of Columbia Cylinder
Marshal
for Christmas Candies. Stripling, Antonio,for Texas, today by
Records,
trial,
your own selection $34.65 on
Stylei
Burrows & Co.
terms.
weekly
easy
Mrs N. M. Thornton
recently In
NOTICE $5 REWARD.
US for beautiful folder desTO
WRITE
charge of the kitchen and dining room
One pair, of gold earrlnga, having
new "BQ" Graphophone
of
at the Diaz sanitarium, has opened a
criptive
a, diamond setting, and one breast
each
a
We
make
speciality of selling
private boarding house in the historic
of the same metal with an em
old Fonda at the southeast corner of pin
HrintiAftliAntC hv mall And It le. Ilict
center have been stolen
the plaza. This ancient place, once erald.ln the M.
Mrs. J,
Hernandez. Any per
from
satisfactory to you as if you stepped into our store
the scene of exciting times when it
In
or
son
who
who
knows
find,
may
and selected the machine yourself.
was used as the Exchange hotel dur-i- n
on
are
hands
whose,
will,
they
giving
h palmy days of the Santa Fe
AGENTS WANTED WHERE WE ARE NOT NOW REPRESENTED.
in the matter to the untrail has been converted Into a very information
Denver Store .'. . ... 507 Sixteenth St.
,
receive a reward of $5,
'
Painters, dersigned,
STV
518 8. Broadway.
cozy and modern home.
..
'.':",
Store
Lo
Angelee
to
be
the jewels are found
315 Main St.
decorators, paperhangers and kalso- - provided
Dallai Store
t J
the missing ones.
miners nave Deen Dtisy mamus me
MRS. A. J. HERNANDEZ.'
I,
,
changes.
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GROCERS AND BAKERS,

1

22

1

I

PHONK NC.

GKOOKUY

4
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Marking Them Down.

f

.

-

4;

We have a number of items in fancy
groceries which are not selling quickly

.45 Tomato Relish
.30 Oys'er Cocktail,
.DO

.S3

.20
.15
15.
15.

.25
.15
.10
.35
.05
.40
.75
.40

1--

.25

.1'.)
snappy catsup,
Harvey's Sauce, for coal meats, game etc. .35
China soy for gam., cold meats, fish etc. .25
.15
Bayly's Tabasco catsup, red hpt catsup
.10
German
mustard, very mild,
Bayle's
.10
llayle's Celery mustard, celery flavor
.m
Re1 Kidney Beans, Shelled and cooked
.20
Frendell French Lima beans, No. 2 cans
.m
French Lima beans, No, 1 cans
Tomatoes-No.05
No. 2 cans Baltimore
.25
1 cans Ferndell Plum Pudding
.50
No. 2 cans Ferndell Plum Padding
No 1 cans
Plum Pudding .35
2
Plum PuddiDg .60
No cans
1.00
Jars Ferndell reserves. 3 Jars for
a.

,

n

Franco-America-

n

We are offering a few boxes of fancy eating apples
at 11.75 a box. Such varieties as Missouri pippins,

n

Rambos, wine sap.

HOME MADE

NEW FRUIT

New stocks of dried and canned fruits are now in
Call and examine them.

MEAT

Quantity

just bought a nice bunch of PEN FED
rom
Buena Vista Colo. The meat from
HOGS
these is tine and sweet, better than anything you ever
tested before
Pork Roast 12 & 15c II.
Hog Heads 5c 11.
lt
12ica
Ribs
Pork
Shanks 10c each
Spare
We have

HOME MADE PORK SAUSAGE 2 It. for 25c,
We also have some nice spring Lamb.
Hind Qtr 75c
Fore Qtr 50c

Unit forget to pive us you order for tlmt XMAS TURKEY In
plenty of time, We liiul the best Ju town for Thanksifivintf, not u bad
one heard from jet,
THE OLD RELIABLE

SANTA FE MEAT

lDUPROW

&

LIVE STOCK CO.

& fflONTENIE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
Elks' Hall.

106 Palace Avenue.

Telephone

a ma

DR., DIAZ

APPLE BARGAINS

Quality

Teta

"'f

.

Franco-America-

5--

s.

NEW PRICE

OLD PRICE

2

1-- 2.

We

Therefore
enough to suit us.
Have MARKED THEM DOWN

XX

142.

Night

152

House.

Con-wel-

l,

Sausages

MARKET REPORT.

1-- 4;

Pilk

3--

7--

Mrs. Otto Retsch

.

I

f

COAL AND WOOD
AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

$4.50 per ton
5.25
6 00

Screened Raton Lump
JWonero

"

"

i

i

Cerrillos"

Anthracite Coal all siaes
Smithing Coal

''

)

L

Sawed Wood and Kindling
Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near A. T., A 5. F. Depot

The King of All

l,

a

Phone No.

85, Office Garfield

Avenue,

.

3C

Cylinder Machines
It

''"';'

For the Home People
FROM NOW UNTIL HOLIDYAS

REDUCED PRICES ON
Navajo Blankets, Mexican Blankets, Drawn Work, Souvenir
China, Gold and Silver Filigree.
Have received a large consig-

:

-

'

V

Columbia Graphophone

this

lu

nment and must sail.

J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.

,

301-30-

(I

3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.

N, M,

....... ....

nl

